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Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
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NOBODY gets left behind. the planet is being evacuated. the folks of agartha (inner earth) were
lifted weeks ago now. Also lifted were permanent residents in the underground military bases.
Reptilians were actually lifted 4 years ago.
All life gets put into stasis for varying amounts of time, depending on the earth changes, wave
effects and cleansing. the atmosphere may well be too polluted for a time for even the plants, but
they would awaken first, before there is enough oxygen for the animals. they will flourish in higher
than normal co2.
most people are moving. those who have qualifed to continue with earth, about 1 billion, will return
quite a few years ago from now after the planet is stable, probably first to the prepared
underground areas that survive the changes. There is going to be some rebuilding then. Please
somebody do me a favor and back up thru the blue arrows to find my post on where folks are
moving too, and put the page here. maybe about page 8 but I don't remember. I have to be in bed
shortly.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
12/30/2011 11:19 PM
...

you will please spend some time on the thread. I answered it I am sure more than once, and a few
days ago. use the blue arrow to work back thru my posts.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

So it will happen before new year?
And I could sleep through it? How will I know its happened?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

quite hopefully by the new year, the energies are gradually changing. You won't know it's
happened until you are awakened aboard craft. We have to do the evacuation under stasis,
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otherwise many will not go and perish. It is simply the pausing of life energy, it will stand still. If
you were on this planet in 1992, you were in a short stasis then when the planet entered the
photon belt. Man was not prepared for that.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

and who gets left behind? evil people or people who arent "vibrating" correctly?and if there are
people left behind what kind of world will they be left in?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

Evil people are either onto other planets or a galactic prison or de-souled that could be said more
eloquently but meh.
Those left behind will be on a fantasy world that I think only Cousteau could of dreamed about.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
12/30/2011 11:20 PM
NOBODY gets left behind. All life gets put into stasis for varying amounts of time, depending on
the earth changes, wave effects and cleansing. the atmosphere may well be too polluted for a
time for even the plants, but they would awaken first, before there is enough oxygen for the
animals. they will flourish in higher than normal co2.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Oh right so incoming actual explanation, LoL.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
12/30/2011 11:22 PM
Back to 3D graphic design courses until stasis.
Adios
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/30/2011 11:23 PM
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some of the evil will be sent to the void planet, a truly nasty place and some will face the courts of
nebadon, for possible uncreation. There are several options for the evil that still have some
potential
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/30/2011 11:27 PM

...

you will please spend some time on the thread. I answered it I am sure more than once, and a few
days ago. use the blue arrow to work back thru my posts.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

yes I was after a laymans terms something I could inform a tramp in the street
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

All of humanity will be put into a sleep and after earth has been transformed will wake to the true
nature of humanity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

true nature being what? spirit?
and the elite will be gone?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

you know some of you could go read, and then these questions as is would not occur. yes the
elite will be gone. Many people are going IN BODY to other worlds including VENUS which was
terraformed for this purpose. Others are going to worlds where these bodies don't work, so they
will be dropping them. the "heaven" spheres cannot use these forms. many have bodies waiting to
return to on the architectural worlds, or will be provided with another. Some may live out the
remainder of their natural lives on the evacuation craft even, which will provide a wondrous
experience for them
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/30/2011 11:28 PM
MAN of EARTH has failed to Build the BrotherHood of Man under the FatherHood of God. I
Grieve.
The greatest Lie in your Bibles is that Jesus was the ONLY Son of God. You who can THINK, (not
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copy), are SONS OF GOD. That was his greatest teaching, that HIS Father is also YOUR
FATHER.
This is the REAL Lord's Prayer: "MY SPIRIT, YOU ARE OMNIPOTENT. YOUR NAME IS HOLY.
MAY YOUR REALM BE INCARNATE IN ME. MAY YOUR POWER REVEAL ITSELF WITHIN
ME, ON EARTH AND IN THE HEAVEN. GIVE ME TODAY MY DAILY BREAD, AND THUS, LET
ME RECOGNIZE MY TRANSGRESSIONS AND ERRORS, AND I SHALL RECOGNIZE THE
TRUTH. AND DO NOT LEAD ME INTO TEMPTATION AND CONFUSION, BUT DELIVER ME
FROM ERROR. FOR YOURS IS THE REALM WITHIN ME AND THE POWER AND THE
KNOWLEDGE FOREVER,
AMEN. found on p. 37 here: [link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]

AbundantHope, IS the 2nd Coming organization. A partnership between my team and Jesus
himself.

[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7665193
United Kingdom
12/30/2011 11:28 PM
NOBODY gets left behind. the planet is being evacuated. the folks of agartha (inner earth) were
lifted weeks ago now. Also lifted were permanent residents in the underground military bases.
Reptilians were actually lifted 4 years ago.
All life gets put into stasis for varying amounts of time, depending on the earth changes, wave
effects and cleansing. the atmosphere may well be too polluted for a time for even the plants, but
they would awaken first, before there is enough oxygen for the animals. they will flourish in higher
than normal co2.
most people are moving. those who have qualifed to continue with earth, about 1 billion, will return
quite a few years ago from now after the planet is stable, probably first to the prepared
underground areas that survive the changes. There is going to be some rebuilding then. Please
somebody do me a favor and back up thru the blue arrows to find my post on where folks are
moving too, and put the page here. maybe about page 8 but I don't remember. I have to be in bed
shortly.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

so nothing is required from us for salvation?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/30/2011 11:30 PM
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NOBODY gets left behind. the planet is being evacuated. the folks of agartha (inner earth) were
lifted weeks ago now. Also lifted were permanent residents in the underground military bases.
Reptilians were actually lifted 4 years ago.
All life gets put into stasis for varying amounts of time, depending on the earth changes, wave
effects and cleansing. the atmosphere may well be too polluted for a time for even the plants, but
they would awaken first, before there is enough oxygen for the animals. they will flourish in higher
than normal co2.
most people are moving. those who have qualifed to continue with earth, about 1 billion, will return
quite a few years ago from now after the planet is stable, probably first to the prepared
underground areas that survive the changes. There is going to be some rebuilding then. Please
somebody do me a favor and back up thru the blue arrows to find my post on where folks are
moving too, and put the page here. maybe about page 8 but I don't remember. I have to be in bed
shortly.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

so nothing is required from us for salvation?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

If you mean "believing on Jesus" NO. Your quest for God is your salvation, its the same for all.
Eternal life is the free gift of the Father, you only have to choose it. PERIOD.
Many of you here got saved a awfully long time ago. But some, now after long periods of testing
may decide eternal life is not for them.
The salvation story is purely a LIE. YOU CHOSE ETERNAL LIFE. Nobody can do it for you. This
is the correct teaching.
Immanuel said 2000 years ago: "Truly, I say to you, wisdom must be learned from the laws
of Creation, which humans may recognize in nature. But if humans do not think and seek,
they will not be able to attain wisdom and will remain fools.There is no higher happiness
than wisdom, no better friend than knowledge, and no other savior than the power of the
spirit."
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/30/2011 11:40 PM
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The so called salvation belief system is based somewhat on the fallen angel and galactic thug
crowd imprisoned on this world. They will accept their creator and move up, or they will stay on
low level worlds, in general. This IS the teaching. You see some are trying to side step the normal
process, which cannot be side stepped. Part of the satan stuff on this world is that a lot of folks
made use of Artificial Intelligence, thinking that way, they could become Gods. doesn't work that
way and some of those souls are going thru a process to clean up their God minds from the
pollution of the AI Mind. That is not mentioned below, but it is a reality. This below explains you
cannot FUDGE and this world is full of those who try to fudge.

First this. Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the
mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and
details. Thankyou. NIP/Candace
'I Am the Way, the Truth and the Life
By Christ Michael thru Hazel.
Aug 27, 2010 - 9:45:07 AM

'I Am the Way, the Truth and the Life......-Christ Michael (who was Jesus)
‘'I Am the Way, the Truth and the Life. No man commeth unto the Father but by me''

This was a pivotal piece of teaching bequeathed by the Master Jesus when He walked your earth
plane, yet how man truly understood its meaning. Man was not sufficiently ready to receive this
truth then and is scarcely ready to receive it now. Yet it is significant that during these auspicious
times when the planet is about to enter a new cycle of life where dimensions anew are to be
experienced and earned, man must awaken to a higher understanding of himself and he can only
do so if he understands Me. Milestones have been achieved by mortals in terms of advancement,
yet spiritually they fail to attune themselves to a great truth that if understood could change the
tenor of their existence and path of soul evolution. I come again this day to effort to explain this
simple yet understated Truth.

I am the Way means that I am your ticket to a new destination. The ticket is only dispensed when
a choice is knowingly made. You must choose Me through belief and active seeking and you will
be given directions that will enable you to plot the coordinates that shall keep you on the path as
you create an enduring alliance with Me. When you are able to make this choice you will clearly
see that I Am the Way out of the illusion of mortality into the reality of immortality.

So we have primarily established that I Am the Way to eternal life. Yet eternal life can only be
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guaranteed for those who can find and free their inner God presence. It is I who shall direct you
ones on the course that you must adopt to achieve this feat for first you must know Me before you
can know yourself and be inclined to liberate that which is divine within you.

I would like to explore with you a different perspective of what it means when I say 'I AM the
‘'Way'.' The ‘'Way'' cannot be separated from the ‘'Light'' as the light brings clarity of purpose and
engenders a clear path to the destiny of choice. The ‘'Way and the ‘'Light'' therefore go hand in
hand. I say that the Way is the Light and I am the Way and therefore the Light.
Yet another perspective of the ‘'Way'' shall I offer to you. Did I not birth my creation from love,
being the reason and root cause? Did I not create by way of electric light waves of motion from
the stillness of my mind? Is it therefore not true to say that stillness motivated by love to create by
light is the ‘'Way''? Can you therefore not see that the ‘'Way'' is Love and Light and that when you
choose Me you choose Love and Light? If Love and Light is the foundation of your earthly journey
you will have found the ‘'Way''.

Did I not think my creation into being? Am I therefore not within my creation? Is the ultimate goal
not to return to Source? If I am my creation and within my creation then the only way back to the
Source is through Me. Does this make sense to you ones who need to rationalize ME?

I AM the Way, I AM the Light and I AM the Love manifested in my creation. I created from a point
of stillness through Light motion. Does this not mean that if you choose the ‘'Way'' you too can
create all which you desire to create? The ‘'Way'' enables you to reflect and be all that the ‘'Way''
is for are you not also the ‘'Way'' through Oneness with Me? The Way you shall become when you
find and know Me.

I AM the Truth.

Man fights amongst himself seeking to have his truth rendered as superior to another. Yet hardly
do men know what Truth is. You cannot know Truth unless you know Me- The ‘'Way''. For the
‘'Way'' shall always lead to the Truth. Man has belittled the Truth by tainting it with his personal
agendas. The Truth is never influenced. It is impartial. It is inexplicable and beyond rationalization.
The Truth must be known and that knowledge comes from knowing Me. Man's truth mostly is
generated by that which is external, seldom reconcilable with his inner knowing and void of inner
validation.

The TRUTH JUST IS AND IS JUST. That which is Truth knows only balance. It is as still,
steadfast and immutable as the Creator. There lies no mystery or magic in Truth. I can say no
more except to remind you that Truth emanates from within you because its origin is divine.
When you choose the ‘'Way'', you choose the Truth and it is the Truth when known and accepted
that shall lead you to attain the divine promise of eternal life. For at this point in your
understanding you shall accept without hesitation that I AM THE LIFE, that which is eternal and so
shall you be also when you can know this.
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Beloveds the life I speak of is not of mortal orientation. It is life immortal to which I refer. Life
resides only in the spirit not the flesh. The spirit is All- its longevity is guaranteed by the promise of
eternal life. Yet eternal life is always a choice as much as a gift/promise. For I will never force my
children to choose Me; they must freely make this choice. I can say to you that many have chosen
to be uncreated instead of choosing Life. I wish to emphasize that even in your sphere of reality
which is earth plane, you are eternal. Mortal death is merely a transition to allow the soul to take
stock in order to determine the next level of experience needed along its ascending path.

You on earth during your incarnation must understand that your life on earth does not give you the
freedom to do that which you please without being accountable or responsible. You do not,
contrary to popular belief have one life to live. When you can understand that I am the Life and so
too are you, then you will realize in your incarnation that what you do will always impact on the
evolution of your immortal soul.
So what do I mean when I say ‘'No man commeth unto the Father but by me''.
The ultimate goal as I reminded you earlier is the return to the Source of ALL. Yet those created
by Me can only return to the Source by Me for I AM THE WAY.

You cannot bypass Me to get to the Source for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot fudge your way to the Source without Me for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot cajole your way to the Source without me for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot say that Christ Michael does not exist and seek to make your way back to the Source
for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot believe in the Source and not in Me for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot know of Me, denounce Me and choose the Source for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.
When you know me, see me and hear me you will see, hear and know the Father, the Source- the
Centre of All. I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE. You must become ONE WITH ME for I AM the Way
to the Source.
My beloved children, it was a delight to once again effort to explain what this most crucial teaching
means. I trust that I have brought clarity and ask that you ponder these words and see whether
enlightenment dawns.

I am Christ Michael Aton, come this day to bring the word again and thank this my child for being
the emissary of the truth.
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Hazel
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/30/2011 11:42 PM

...

Hell as its being reported you will probably be gone this a complete transformation of the entire
macro structure of earth as you know it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

what do u mean I will be gone? and all this is happening in the next day?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

As I like to clarify when making statements in RL I'll use it here.
As "I" understand it those of a certain destiny vibration will maintain existence on this planet/plane
after the stasis. The entire thing will take and she's said it somewhere but just for continuity lets
say 100 years or days or whatever the stasis will last longer than a day but those put in it will after
all sorts of "Super Galactic Super Friends" help during that time and a family reunion of cosmic
proportions.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

That doesnt make any sense my friend, although I do appreciate you answering me as OP seems
to be ignoring my questions.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

OP has been answering them as fast as I can. NOW GO READ for its all already in this thread.
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MAN of EARTH has failed to Build the BrotherHood of Man under the FatherHood of God. I
Grieve.
The greatest Lie in your Bibles is that Jesus was the ONLY Son of God. You who can THINK, (not
copy), are SONS OF GOD. That was his greatest teaching, that HIS Father is also YOUR
FATHER.
This is the REAL Lord's Prayer: "MY SPIRIT, YOU ARE OMNIPOTENT. YOUR NAME IS HOLY.
MAY YOUR REALM BE INCARNATE IN ME. MAY YOUR POWER REVEAL ITSELF WITHIN
ME, ON EARTH AND IN THE HEAVEN. GIVE ME TODAY MY DAILY BREAD, AND THUS, LET
ME RECOGNIZE MY TRANSGRESSIONS AND ERRORS, AND I SHALL RECOGNIZE THE
TRUTH. AND DO NOT LEAD ME INTO TEMPTATION AND CONFUSION, BUT DELIVER ME
FROM ERROR. FOR YOURS IS THE REALM WITHIN ME AND THE POWER AND THE
KNOWLEDGE FOREVER,
AMEN. found on p. 37 here: [link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]

AbundantHope, IS the 2nd Coming organization. A partnership between my team and Jesus
himself.

[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Soul Wave
User ID: 7987207
United Kingdom
12/30/2011 11:51 PM
NIP's Previous posts on Stasis

Yes we are regarding the stasis. That is a testing going on by the dark to reduce the planetary
population. Its not fully working yet, still in test stage, regards the dark chemtrails. Its not how God
does things. If planetary over population reduction is going to be allowed, it is allowed on better
planets than this one that have made poor choices, and people are allowed to experience what
they caused from the natural diseases that arise in those situations. They do not allow the dark
thugs on worlds like this to deliberately murder large populations by lab created diseases or nerve
gas type poisoning. This planet is now under the full management of heaven realms.
The people do not know here, and are thus not held accountable for what they do not know in that
regard. This is a prison ward as I have said before, for thugs and only about 10% of them grew
up, into the beginning of service to others way of doing things. The rest remained in self service at
the expense of others and are now preparing the major world war, using robotic cyborg armies
and other terrible technologies, between the two major powers, and they will not step down from
that, so we are moving forward for all these too, to end the show and let GAIA rise up. If the
planetary people were in support of massive killing wars, like world war 1 and 2, then these are
allowed so people can experience what they have partaken in. But at this stage there are many
people on this world who don't have a clue and otherwise there are also many who sincerely want
peace, and by the stasis we are giving honor to that.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Thanks for your explanation NIP. How many weeks or months away before the statis happens?
What will happen to the bankers, NWO, etc, on this planet?

Thanks
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3134826

days to weeks. all human beings will be lifted and sorted appropriately. the thugs will be facing the
Nebadon and in some cases the Orvonton courts. in fact all planetary citizens and the various
angelics in duty on a planet are "judged" at the conclusion of each age. Those deserving rewards
get them, those needing more lessons get them. Just like you get work reviews at work, and
report cards and grades in school, so it works also for everyone serving on a planet, a job well
done or not. Promotions occur often for jobs well done and demotions or back to class, depending
on the circumstances for others of the management angelics on a planet. Ascending sons and
prisoners are all sorted to where they need to be, and the thugs are judged in actual courts.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Will the animals go too?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 15933

Generally yes, ones that live with humans being evacuated at any rate. Most of the rest will be on
pause during stasis. The earth changes will cause huge volcanism, so much even the plants will
not do well either and will also be asleep. As the volcanism subsides, they will be awakened first,
as they will love the air then and flourish like crazy, and in the process helping cleanse and
rebalance the oxygen. Then when the Oxygen content becomes high enough the wild animals will
be awakened. Some species of plants and animals that will be lost from lands going down, maybe
be rescued if they should continue as part of the changes. There are animals that are not in
resonance with an ascending planet and dangerous to man that will be removed. In fact is this
was forward world, you would do that, as part of taking care of this world.
In terms of stasis, each planet and animal type has a different frequency, and that is why certain
ones can be awakened at various times. They can also just put humans into stasis for example, in
the frequency range of human. When we were going to do temporary stasis in the past, the range
would include the mammals typical of pets and livestock, so they would not suffer from lack of
attention.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
The planet is already being evacuated partially. The entire population of Agartha ( inner earth) is
already removed. They must also be out of the way of the big WAVE and the coming earth
changes as some of their cities close to say California, could well be damaged and the volcanism
will be an issue for them too. They number about 100 million or so and are together on a single
evacuation craft. These ones are aware and of higher frequency and thus able to be directed
beamed out. (scotty beam me up method.)
The 8 billion reptilians were removed totally over a 4 month period 4 years ago. Both because
they are facing end of age judgement also, and plus their own safety. Lots of their caverns will fill
with water.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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The planet is already being evacuated partially. The entire population of Agartha ( inner earth) is
already removed. They must also be out of the way of the big WAVE and the coming earth
changes as some of their cities close to say California, could well be damaged and the volcanism
will be an issue for them too. They number about 100 million or so and are together on a single
evacuation craft. These ones are aware and of higher frequency and thus able to be directed
beamed out. (scotty beam me up method.)
The 8 billion reptilians were removed totally over a 4 month period 4 years ago. Both
because they are facing end of age judgement also, and plus their own safety. Lots of their
caverns will fill with water.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi,
If the reptilians are the evil behind this world, why are they also being evacuated?
In how many years will we return to this earth and where will we be in the meantime when all of
these earth changes take place?
What will the new earth look like?
When we are taken away, what about our belongings such as clothing and other items?

Thanks
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3134826

See above,
I said they are already gone! Not all reptilians are evil. Their elite however
enslaved the rest of their own race. judgement is by soul intent, not race.
you will not be bringing anything most likely there is nothing you can bring if you are lifted AFTER
stasis or beamed aboard before. Some places may be evacuated by levltation craft if the people
are alert enough to board ship. YOu need nothing,, all is provided.
Go to this link and scroll down for real images of evacuation craft parked by saturns rings. The
biggest of these are 8000 MILES long.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
...

Hi,
If the reptilians are the evil behind this world, why are they also being evacuated?
In how many years will we return to this earth and where will we be in the meantime when all of
these earth changes take place?
What will the new earth look like?
When we are taken away, what about our belongings such as clothing and other items?
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Thanks
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3134826

See above,
I said they are already gone! Not all reptilians are evil. Their elite however
enslaved the rest of their own race. judgement is by soul intent, not race.
you will not be bringing anything most likely there is nothing you can bring if you are lifted AFTER
stasis or beamed aboard before. Some places may be evacuated by levltation craft if the people
are alert enough to board ship. YOu need nothing,, all is provided.
Go to this link and scroll down for real images of evacuation craft parked by saturns rings. The
biggest of these are 8000 MILES long.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi,
There is no link to see the evacuation crafts.
What will the new earth look like and where will we be in the meantime and for how long?

Thanks
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3134826

[link to abundanthope.net] sorry! I don't know what the new earth will look like, depends on which
earth changes happen.
We hope in areas where are not too harmed to keep some of the good stuff, and the like. Man
may live in some areas in those nice underground areas the dark made for themselves. Actually
China and russia made enough for their entire populations. Says something, doesn't it?
Only 1 billion will return after the stasis which was estimated to be about 4 years but that all
depends. There are millions of craft here to help clear the air and so on and so forth.
7+ billion people cannot come back to earth. At the end of the age, planetary populations are
judged/sorted.
The 1 billion returning here, have cleared at least 51% of their karma. Plus incarnate advisors like
my team. Let me make a list:
1.Some people are returning to or going for the first time to the heaven spheres, and in that case
their souls will be taken out of their bodies because these bodies do not function well there. Many
have forms in storage or will be given new forms. The heaven worlds are specially constructed
worlds, of a higher vibration and from more elements than earth has. There is a painter who
remembers these, they are build as needed in new universes to make a long story very short. [link
to antifan-real.deviantart.com] These worlds range in size from earth to 100's of times the size of
earth. you might like some of his other art, great memory, and he was commissioned by the
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Urantia foundation to paint the images on his last page there of the basic structure of the creation.
In many cases, students from these heaven worlds incarnate here for the learning will find
themselves having made progress and will find themselves on a more advanced one. I know of
somebody who will make the lowest of the Melchizedek University worlds around the capital world
of Nebadon, a promotion from Edentia worlds. (capital world is called Salvington). Melchizedek
university covers 490 MASSIVE "heaven" spheres and all ascending Sons (humans), pass thru
each one. Various angelics also live on all these worlds. Heaven is not out in cold space. ALL
BEINGS, spirit, physical and semi physical Live on worlds, or in craft.
2. Some star seeds who are done here, return to their planets of origin, either by birth or taking up
a stored body, or being provided a new body. Yes these things are possible.
3. Many folks will go in body to planets with similar atmospheres to Earth. MANY have open arms
and space for earthlings and this will be a great treet to those ready. For these places have far
better educational systems and more peaceful societies.
4. A bunch are going to Venus also, which has been terraformed exactly for this purpose. It is in
fact in Earth's orbit and thus stays on the other side of the sun from us. There are over 200,000
from earth already there.
5. Some will simply remain on the large evacuation craft for the remainder of the lives, which is
also wondrous. Many other craft are taking on permanent new members also.
6. Many of the younger souls who have been abused and denied needed experience will go to
much younger worlds, by incarnation, and will be given the GREAT gift first of having the terrible
memories of this world removed from their soul memory systems. They get a fresh start. Lucifers
mess was incredible.
7. The thugs will face the courts. By this I mean old souls of the galactic thugs here in prison.
These ones can be anywhere from uncreated (always their choice, when they reject
rehabilitation), to placed on a worse prison world than this one. That prison has no reproduction
so they cannot begat children, and there are no guardian angels or other angelics there to
minister them. Truly godless. They are however observed and those that "get it" finally are given
one more chance out of prison to prove themselves. We in fact had a few of these here and some
made the grade and some reverted. Those that revert, are uncreated by their agreement before
they are given one last chance.
There have been 10 billion prisoners on this world, going in and out of incarnation over the last
200,000 years, since the Lucifer Rebellion. Many are the so called fallen angels and a goodly
portion of them actually "passed" and are returning to their former estates, having learned their
lessons and desiring to come back into the fold. That is behind the whole story of "repentance" in
christianity in fact. Some others will continue here or move to similar or worse planets, depending
on their works. They are not allowed to fly the universe and return to their prior places until they
choose to grow up.
This is enough for tonight on this one. There are other options I think, can't remember right now.
now as to those returning, in general they will remain in stasis aboard craft until close to the time
of return to this world, except for those who are going to be part of the AH team. There will be
roughly 50 or more regional districts, to be determined by the earth changes. Each will have a
regional director, some are already chosen, and full staffs of various sorts of folks. This world is
now back under "heaven" administration.
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We will have to rebuild. Despite the false new age material out there, you will not waken to a
gorgeous pre built world. Not how it works. But it will be a CLEAN world and the WAVE will have
manifested in the matter, making it considerably less dense. It will have more "glow". Everything
will be more live. But you are not moving to some magic 5th dimension that already exists. 5th
dimension consciousness develops in a civilization and many that are returning are NOT there
yet. there may be a period of living under the surface, think I already mentioned that. The ones
awakened will be awakened early enough to prepare them.
Understand this is a fairly recently granted dispensation for earth because of the desire of GAIA to
take at least some of her own with her, the best of the crop. Other planetary mothers will be
adopting her children that are not ready and GAIA adopted children from a planet that died when
a sirian sun was destroyed by war.
Otherwise, the planet would be allowed to heal naturally after the big changes, a process taking
about 3000 years and then only at least 5d conscious Sons of God would be allowed to move
here.

.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/30/2011 11:54 PM

thanks for the post collection!
I hit the sack for the night.

I have to get off now, have a few things to do before

Chop's
User ID: 7970470
United States
12/31/2011 12:18 AM
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Soul Wave
User ID: 7987207
United Kingdom
12/31/2011 01:05 AM
:sero:
Quoting: Chop's

Question is, is it the same name as is wrong with you???
Ozark
User ID: 1312710
United States
12/31/2011 02:02 AM

Peace, joy and love to you, Nip and all here on this thread.
Namaste
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/31/2011 03:28 AM
You don't understand: The "Future" is NEVER written in stone!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

A.K.A an excuse when another prediction/prophecy/channeling fails. Maybe people should just
stop putting out fear based messages projected from personal egos, and simply provide guidance
and advice on how to live more in love and peace with the world around us,on THIS planet, were
we were born and MEANT to be. I am all, I am nothing.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7953408

Not fear-based. I don't know where you get the idea of fear. Others have said the same before,
and I didn't understand those comments either.
If you are afraid of the idea, could you tell us why?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3575362
Canada
12/31/2011 04:03 AM
OP, what you gonna say if January 1st will pass away and nothing happen?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7730290
Norway
12/31/2011 05:32 AM
OP, what you gonna say if January 1st will pass away and nothing happen?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3575362

Rather than our regular calendar, maybe it will be the
upcoming war with Iran that will give us the real time.
Seems like they are waiting for a move first.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8005258
Brazil
12/31/2011 06:19 AM
OP, what you gonna say if January 1st will pass away and nothing happen?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3575362

Rather than our regular calendar, maybe it will be the
upcoming war with Iran that will give us the real time.
Seems like they are waiting for a move first.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7730290

A new day starting at 12:00AM in the middle of the night is a recent convention, on the old times
(very old times), a new day was born when the sun rised.
ETINI
User ID: 1418925
Haiti
12/31/2011 06:28 AM
What you should know is that when you wake up, if ever you are to,it will always be January 1st to
you since you won't know when it hit you. Now people, the difference will be that you will notice
some changes. You will be aboard ships, inside underground bases, on other planets or wherever
your soul agreed to put you. Here to help you a bit, I deeply ask PAPA Aton to gift you all with the
insight of knowing where you are may it be ships, underground or other planets just for you not to
carry the same insane gene of fear and malvolent ideas on the new earth. Don't you have enough
of wars, egoism,crime of any kind? don't you want a very spiritual life based on service to others,
a big community, a planet without money with everyone equal from toe to hair.
Come on people. What is it do you really want?? Ponder that
Tiago63
User ID: 8009951
Brazil
12/31/2011 08:48 AM

Isn't tonight to tomorrow night the last night before Stasis to occur. I thought it was to happen
before the end of 2011?

Cheers!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1534196

I have not been informed differently.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

So the time has come.
Where I live there's a calm feeling about everything.
Things are happening as usual.
Let's wait.
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
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United States
12/31/2011 09:07 AM

What you should know is that when you wake up, if ever you are to,it will always be January 1st to
you since you won't know when it hit you. Now people, the difference will be that you will notice
some changes. You will be aboard ships, inside underground bases, on other planets or wherever
your soul agreed to put you. Here to help you a bit, I deeply ask PAPA Aton to gift you all with the
insight of knowing where you are may it be ships, underground or other planets just for you not to
carry the same insane gene of fear and malvolent ideas on the new earth. Don't you have enough
of wars, egoism,crime of any kind? don't you want a very spiritual life based on service to
others, a big community, a planet without money with everyone equal from toe to hair.
Come on people. What is it do you really want?? Ponder that
Quoting: ETINI 1418925

I have been wanting this for many years. I think those that awakened many years ago are simply
worn out. Our human minds and bodies are wearing under the strain of our desires for the life you
describe.
I have been learning alot about the frustration of the waiting for some people. I have come to
believe that this frustration has thrown a monkey wrench in people's ability to move forward with
their learning, getting stuck in their human emotions and stalling.
I am seeing many people, young, middle aged and old, having emotional breakdowns. Since my
husband is one of them, I can see a correlation between his mood swings and ramping up of
energies readying for the change.
My grandaughter was born awakened. She is only 14 and she has only had me to talk to about
her knowledge and understanding, being born to a mother (my daughter) who struggles with her
awakening. She is a sweet young lady, always wanting to reach out to others in need. Two weeks
ago she had an emotional breakdown and ended up in the hospital. She is home now and her
mother has finally realized that my grandaughter needs to commune with others who think and
feel like her and has asked for my help, but she is still not doing well. She said she prays daily for
this world to end because she is ready to move on.
Does anyone else see this happening at the rate I do? I'm trying to breath through this the best I
can, but I am emotionally entangled with my husband and grandaughter and finding it hard to look
beyond to the spiritual point in this matter. Both of them are people who have been working on
their sevice to others and it has gotten the best of them.
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
12/31/2011 09:17 AM
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Candace.
I am wondering if a thread could be started for support of people who are struggling with the wait?
I know you posted a channeling about this a few pages back and I will search for it a bit later to
bring it up again.
I know you don't have time to support such a thread and neither do I, but I am wondering if
someone else feels the need for this and would consider doing so.
paolo-r
User ID: 7647239
Italy
12/31/2011 10:28 AM
CM doesn't exist...nothing will happen
AH group starting from tomorrow will give excuse
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
12/31/2011 11:08 AM
If this is still in the relative same space when posted than the 2-3 posts above this kind of fit this
whole deal.
Only...
When I was very little I "knew" that I wasn't from this planet but after delving into why I felt that
way I began to realize I'm not even from this dimensional frequency.
When I was little they sent me some very comforting messages about this life, that I would
experience many things that were very foreign to me but I would always ALWAYS be protected.
Those messages nailed this head to a T and one of the things that was transmitted to me many
times was that I had a very important mission this life more important then all the others and I
believe its the removal and upliftment of earth shan to the next frequency.
Some of us came for the experiences and the natural ability to ground + generate/alter these
frequencies.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7976640
Belgium
12/31/2011 11:10 AM
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CM doesn't exist...nothing will happen
AH group starting from tomorrow will give excuse
Quoting: paolo-r 7647239

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7730290
Norway
12/31/2011 11:50 AM
We should beware our thoughts.
What we send out will return again.
The best is to face the new experiences with a pure heart.
The joy of life lies at the forever present moment.
Wherever we are we just have to live and do the best we can.
Observe the world as it is while there still is time to do so.
Suddenly we will be free and out of the prison.
Freedom can be a strange thing when too long inside a prison.
A truthfull consciousness sets us free from the troubles.
Take all the testings and trials with love.
Don't fall for the trap of bitterness.
The rewards are so much greater than anything else.
Forever going onwards and upwards.
I can hear fireworks now.
Happy!
einsteinsfly
User ID: 7654320
United States
12/31/2011 11:58 AM

Candace.
I am wondering if a thread could be started for support of people who are struggling with the wait?
I know you posted a channeling about this a few pages back and I will search for it a bit later to
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bring it up again.
I know you don't have time to support such a thread and neither do I, but I am wondering if
someone else feels the need for this and would consider doing so.
Quoting: TheOracle
There are probably many that would help. Coming forward is the most difficult step but there are
so many struggling with the emotional fatigue that has caused such a heaviness to the natural
light bearers. Very counter-productive, very reversible and definitely a thread in need.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 12:36 PM

Good evening Candace.
Been reading and reflecting - not posting. I'm trying to stay quiet and observe. Somehow I know
that is important for me right now.
I wish that more people could understand how fluid things are; how the possibilities change in
each moment we breath. In our human minds it is incomprehensible; in our spirit energy it's a
continuous experience. I commend you for having the understanding and conviction to put out
what is given to you, without fear of the haters that will condemn because they do not understand
that our creator works in the realm of possibilities; that our creator is ever changing and expanding
on these possibilities. These possibilities change with the vibration of the inhabitants of this earth.
Each time the vibration of the people is raised, the possibilties become more probable and so
forth. Our creator does not gamble with our souls and chooses the highest possibilities....ever
changing in the hopes to give each one of us a chance at ascension.
However, at this time, I feel this coming closer to an end more than ever before. I can't describe
what I feel, but I know it is changing. The possibilities are slowing up. The people of earth are not
offering up new possibilites at the same rate as before. Those who could be ready are for the
most part. There are a few stragglers here and there and the creator will always make room for
them...no one who desires to ascend or move on to another location will loose.
Thank you for providing the knowledge entrusted to you. I know it won't be long, but what is "not
long" to the hierchy, I can't say. This is how it is and trust in the process is all you can depend on
right now. I am getting tired and really am ready for things to shift so I hope "not long" means very
soon in human terms.
Quoting: TheOracle

I just saw this while looking for a post I want to remove, nasty poster hit another of my threads,
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and I agree. Please understand everyone energy work is fluid and has many ups and downs, and
some of it takes time. Today Esu is personally in charge of the craft preparing the stasis for
example, but how it manifests also depends on energy factors with the planet and with the
incoming wave. They have a list of to dos also that must be crossed off one by one.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/31/2011 12:38 PM
MAN of EARTH has failed to Build the BrotherHood of Man under the FatherHood of God. I
Grieve.
The greatest Lie in your Bibles is that Jesus was the ONLY Son of God. You who can THINK, (not
copy), are SONS OF GOD. That was his greatest teaching, that HIS Father is also YOUR
FATHER.
This is the REAL Lord's Prayer: "MY SPIRIT, YOU ARE OMNIPOTENT. YOUR NAME IS HOLY.
MAY YOUR REALM BE INCARNATE IN ME. MAY YOUR POWER REVEAL ITSELF WITHIN
ME, ON EARTH AND IN THE HEAVEN. GIVE ME TODAY MY DAILY BREAD, AND THUS, LET
ME RECOGNIZE MY TRANSGRESSIONS AND ERRORS, AND I SHALL RECOGNIZE THE
TRUTH. AND DO NOT LEAD ME INTO TEMPTATION AND CONFUSION, BUT DELIVER ME
FROM ERROR. FOR YOURS IS THE REALM WITHIN ME AND THE POWER AND THE
KNOWLEDGE FOREVER,
AMEN. found on p. 37 here: [link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]
AbundantHope, IS the 2nd Coming organization. A partnership between my team and Jesus
himself.
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Soul Wave
User ID: 8015891
United Kingdom
12/31/2011 01:25 PM
Candace.
I am wondering if a thread could be started for support of people who are struggling with the wait?
I know you posted a channeling about this a few pages back and I will search for it a bit later to
bring it up again.
I know you don't have time to support such a thread and neither do I, but I am wondering if
someone else feels the need for this and would consider doing so.
Quoting: TheOracle
There are probably many that would help. Coming forward is the most difficult step but there are
so many struggling with the emotional fatigue that has caused such a heaviness to the natural
light bearers. Very counter-productive, very reversible and definitely a thread in need.
Quoting: einsteinsfly

This is one we all understand and feel very acutely, it is just difficult finding the correct words to
describe what you feel and to find a starting point to describing it.
I will tell you how I feel in the most accurate description I am able to convey, not for pity or for
sorrow, but to connect and help you identify and familiarise with what you must all be feeling too.
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Each of us has a long history and story to tell that we know we must cut very short.
First to describe the feeling that runs through me is almost Paradoxical, I feel something different
with every thought I have, I on one hand feel such euphoria and excitement and patient waiting for
the release of confinement of Earth, to be reunited with the extended brethren throughout the
creation and to receive the whole love of our Father.
On the opposing hand I feel such sadness with every waking moment, I feel such sadness and
pity for all that I see around me. When I attempt to inform or share our Fathers wisdom I am met
with indifference or total uninterested ignorance and dejection. I see so many people suffering
needlessly every day, I watch people ignore doing the best they can do for the sake of self
enjoyment. I watch people, including my own family turn their backs on wanting to know who they
are and where they are from and to gain the knowledge of our Father, they are lost in an almost
belligerent form of self denial.
I offer my peace and my love and my best intentions and they are taken lightly or thrown back at
me unwanted, they feel there is no fun and excitement in kindness and peacefulness.
I so want everyone to know and feel and understand as I do, but they refuse. I had my awakening
15 years past and have been taught much of our existence and our source and I understand fully
who I am in my Father of Heaven. I chose to come and help lift this world, the people hold it back,
not intentionally, but through ignorance and lack of care. Most people choose to sit on the fence
and will not climb down as they have accepted stagnation and have lost the inner vision for
change and moving on.
People have become so blinded by the programming of the bullies of the planet that they actually
believe they enjoy the false system because they have forgotten in their hearts the wonder of the
true natural system originally planned and given to us by our Father of Heaven.
Where I come from I had such a high resonance of love that it seemed impossible that there
should be existence anywhere without it. I came here to help show people that the love they seek
is inside them, and that they do not need to find it and seek it from others to have for themselves
as if they have none, they only need to awake their own internal love and share it. People here
have allowed their love resonance to become so low that if God gave it to them in full force in one
go they would surely die as they cannot handle that amount of love in their being to flood in, in
one go. That is the amount of love that you all shut out, it is too intense now unless you bring it in
a little at a time. God never even took it away, you chose to reject it bit by bit in your actions and
your thinking.
Every day that I awake on this planet my heart feels heavy and breaks over again and tears I cry
in the presence of non love actions. It is very, very painful being here on earth, to me it is hell, but
absolutely vital and I come willing to endure for our Father of Heaven and for his creations in peril
on earth and for earth who suffers gladly for our Fathers children that she chose to adopt in her
own suffering God bless her.
My Fathers love keeps me going and the imminent release and renewal is what holds me out in
my hope and contemplation of the wonder that is coming for man very soon in the release.
It is almost the description of manic depression, but it is from a very deep perspective and
understanding that the energy in motion through me is multi dimensional for sure. As the energy
increases and attempts to alter the resonance of all energy on earth, it heightens all the emotions
you have of your own resonance because it moves faster and stirs you more intensely.
I do hope some of you can identify with this and certainly please know you are not alone, no one
is alone not ever. It is thrice as hard for those that did not awake and heed the call as they have
not taken in the understanding as to why they are ten fold more sensitive to the movement of
energy than ever before.
Thanks to our wonderful, beautiful light brothers and sisters for all their help in uplifting our earth
and it's people, and to NIP for her unending dedication in work to help inform the people of God
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that choose to sleep on, for one day those that mock and scoff and insult will awaken, and when
they do they will remember the enduring work of the light bringers such as NIP, remember their
words and their wisdom and then only when the moment has passed will they appreciate what
was given to them. And only then will they take on board the teachings and it is never in vain.
So take our Fathers love through you and share it, direct it toward the darkest that you know if you
can, direct it without judgement and the darkened hearts can be gently lifted to flow toward the
light and this beautiful earth Gaia/ Shan/ Urantia will one day blaze as the brightest star. And the
love of our Father will surely be known to all.
einsteinsfly
User ID: 7654320
United States
12/31/2011 01:53 PM

Candace.
I am wondering if a thread could be started for support of people who are struggling with the wait?
I know you posted a channeling about this a few pages back and I will search for it a bit later to
bring it up again.
I know you don't have time to support such a thread and neither do I, but I am wondering if
someone else feels the need for this and would consider doing so.
Quoting: TheOracle
There are probably many that would help. Coming forward is the most difficult step but there are
so many struggling with the emotional fatigue that has caused such a heaviness to the natural
light bearers. Very counter-productive, very reversible and definitely a thread in need.
Quoting: einsteinsfly

This is one we all understand and feel very acutely, it is just difficult finding the correct words to
describe what you feel and to find a starting point to describing it.
I will tell you how I feel in the most accurate description I am able to convey, not for pity or for
sorrow, but to connect and help you identify and familiarise with what you must all be feeling too.
Each of us has a long history and story to tell that we know we must cut very short.
First to describe the feeling that runs through me is almost Paradoxical, I feel something different
with every thought I have, I on one hand feel such euphoria and excitement and patient waiting for
the release of confinement of Earth, to be reunited with the extended brethren throughout the
creation and to receive the whole love of our Father.
On the opposing hand I feel such sadness with every waking moment, I feel such sadness and
pity for all that I see around me. When I attempt to inform or share our Fathers wisdom I am met
with indifference or total uninterested ignorance and dejection. I see so many people suffering
needlessly every day, I watch people ignore doing the best they can do for the sake of self
enjoyment. I watch people, including my own family turn their backs on wanting to know who they
are and where they are from and to gain the knowledge of our Father, they are lost in an almost
belligerent form of self denial.
I offer my peace and my love and my best intentions and they are taken lightly or thrown back at
me unwanted, they feel there is no fun and excitement in kindness and peacefulness.
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I so want everyone to know and feel and understand as I do, but they refuse. I had my awakening
15 years past and have been taught much of our existence and our source and I understand fully
who I am in my Father of Heaven. I chose to come and help lift this world, the people hold it back,
not intentionally, but through ignorance and lack of care. Most people choose to sit on the fence
and will not climb down as they have accepted stagnation and have lost the inner vision for
change and moving on.
People have become so blinded by the programming of the bullies of the planet that they actually
believe they enjoy the false system because they have forgotten in their hearts the wonder of the
true natural system originally planned and given to us by our Father of Heaven.
Where I come from I had such a high resonance of love that it seemed impossible that there
should be existence anywhere without it. I came here to help show people that the love they seek
is inside them, and that they do not need to find it and seek it from others to have for themselves
as if they have none, they only need to awake their own internal love and share it. People here
have allowed their love resonance to become so low that if God gave it to them in full force in one
go they would surely die as they cannot handle that amount of love in their being to flood in, in
one go. That is the amount of love that you all shut out, it is too intense now unless you bring it in
a little at a time. God never even took it away, you chose to reject it bit by bit in your actions and
your thinking.
Every day that I awake on this planet my heart feels heavy and breaks over again and tears I cry
in the presence of non love actions. It is very, very painful being here on earth, to me it is hell, but
absolutely vital and I come willing to endure for our Father of Heaven and for his creations in peril
on earth and for earth who suffers gladly for our Fathers children that she chose to adopt in her
own suffering God bless her.
My Fathers love keeps me going and the imminent release and renewal is what holds me out in
my hope and contemplation of the wonder that is coming for man very soon in the release.
It is almost the description of manic depression, but it is from a very deep perspective and
understanding that the energy in motion through me is multi dimensional for sure. As the energy
increases and attempts to alter the resonance of all energy on earth, it heightens all the emotions
you have of your own resonance because it moves faster and stirs you more intensely.
I do hope some of you can identify with this and certainly please know you are not alone, no one
is alone not ever. It is thrice as hard for those that did not awake and heed the call as they have
not taken in the understanding as to why they are ten fold more sensitive to the movement of
energy than ever before.
Thanks to our wonderful, beautiful light brothers and sisters for all their help in uplifting our earth
and it's people, and to NIP for her unending dedication in work to help inform the people of God
that choose to sleep on, for one day those that mock and scoff and insult will awaken, and when
they do they will remember the enduring work of the light bringers such as NIP, remember their
words and their wisdom and then only when the moment has passed will they appreciate what
was given to them. And only then will they take on board the teachings and it is never in vain.
So take our Fathers love through you and share it, direct it toward the darkest that you know if you
can, direct it without judgement and the darkened hearts can be gently lifted to flow toward the
light and this beautiful earth Gaia/ Shan/ Urantia will one day blaze as the brightest star. And the
love of our Father will surely be known to all.
Quoting: Soul Wave 8015891
Well written and expressed friend. Yes, a spiritual manic depressive resides in probably most that
are "awake." It is difficult to by-pass so much misery and suffering but yet, I can look in the sky
and see the V-shaped flock of ducks flying loudly overhead and feel such a happy, wonderous
love. I can taste a subtle hint of cinnamon in my tea and close my eyes appreciatively. The
contradictions are endless but it is important to feel, many simply do not allow themselves to feel.
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Put a band-aid in the form of a shopping spree to hide the fear, hit the alarm button every morning
to keep up with your facade, take the children to school....it's what you should do.
Well, we know we are not alone. Thank you for sharing friend, may 2012 ring pure and true.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 01:53 PM

This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2595311
Canada
12/31/2011 01:57 PM
Anyone feeling strong energy inside of you? Like constant rolls of energy moving inside of you but
also achy and such? I feel like this skin of mine is about to be shed and something else come out
of it..that's how weird I feel?

Seriously for the longest time I have felt like what I see in the mirror is only a shell. I have had
many contacts from above and telepathic messages and visions and seeing light bursts in the
skies and earth when I am out walking. Last night I don't know if it was a light ship or an angel but
as I left my house the sky was dark and a large light bloomed in the sky in front of me and then
disappeared..I have been told many times that I am not from this earth and that they love me and
will look after me always.
I look like tinkerbell is the best I can come up with in looks, and have natural red hair with overly
large eyes that kind of arch at the sides, many people say I look like an alien or even an
owl...which has hurt my feelings but lately I don't feel like I fit in anywhere on earth right now. I
can't stand the pain, the hurt and sorrows to the earth, the animals and people and I just want a
better world or go home.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2595311
Canada
12/31/2011 02:02 PM
Anyone feeling strong energy inside of you? Like constant rolls of energy moving inside of you but
also achy and such? I feel like this skin of mine is about to be shed and something else come out
of it..that's how weird I feel?

Seriously for the longest time I have felt like what I see in the mirror is only a shell. I have had
many contacts from above and telepathic messages and visions and seeing light bursts in the
skies and earth when I am out walking. Last night I don't know if it was a light ship or an angel but
as I left my house the sky was dark and a large light bloomed in the sky in front of me and then
disappeared..I have been told many times that I am not from this earth and that they love me and
will look after me always.
I look like tinkerbell is the best I can come up with in looks, and have natural red hair with overly
large eyes that kind of arch at the sides, many people say I look like an alien or even an
owl...which has hurt my feelings but lately I don't feel like I fit in anywhere on earth right now. I
can't stand the pain, the hurt and sorrows to the earth, the animals and people and I just want a
better world or go home.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2595311

I also must mention I hope this gives some people some comfort as I have never ever seen the
light bloom like that in the sky ever! And I think they were telling me it's time. I have had many
messages also from within me telling me it's time to go with them. Them I don't know who they're
but I have had many dreams of blond people with really unnatural blond hair, golden like skin and
very vibrant blue eyes.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2595311
Canada
12/31/2011 02:09 PM
This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.
:Candace:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Here Candace I have changed the size of your image so that you can use you as an avatar here
hope it works!
[link to imageshack.us]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
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User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 02:19 PM

This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Here Candace I have changed the size of your image so that you can use you as an avatar here
hope it works!
[link to imageshack.us]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2595311

thank you. I am reconsidering though, about the avatar. This kind of narrows my face a bit and
has a bit more distortion. I wish I still had the original photo, its on a CD someplace, under a
windows program.
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
12/31/2011 02:34 PM

What you should know is that when you wake up, if ever you are to,it will always be January 1st to
you since you won't know when it hit you. Now people, the difference will be that you will notice
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some changes. You will be aboard ships, inside underground bases, on other planets or wherever
your soul agreed to put you. Here to help you a bit, I deeply ask PAPA Aton to gift you all with the
insight of knowing where you are may it be ships, underground or other planets just for you not to
carry the same insane gene of fear and malvolent ideas on the new earth. Don't you have enough
of wars, egoism,crime of any kind? don't you want a very spiritual life based on service to others,
a big community, a planet without money with everyone equal from toe to hair.
Come on people. What is it do you really want?? Ponder that
Quoting: ETINI 1418925

Perfectly said...Thank you very much!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3520513
United States
12/31/2011 02:44 PM
This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.
:Candace:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Ah hah, a very kind looking old lady! You have a chin of a leadership. Will you look the same
when you return, NIP?
Thank you so much for all your hard services through years. AH and you are my courange to live
on, especially the very last year.
Love, Love!
BWG
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3520513
United States
12/31/2011 02:48 PM
Dear NIP,
The AH web is not working just now.
BWG
Oceano
User ID: 1596886
United States
12/31/2011 03:00 PM
XOXOX
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AlphaRecon
User ID: 1383590
United States
12/31/2011 03:03 PM
Candace et al, I am trying to wrap my head around this whole thing. So forgive me if I seem jaded
or my comments/thoughts run amok.
1. You're stating that "stasis" will occur by the first of the new year 2012. That we will awaken in
other worlds, ships, underground etc. Will we be cognizant of where we are and why we are
there? Will we recall our earth lives?
2. For those that would be taken to other "worlds", where our human bodies cannot function, will
those people be cognizant as well?
As a child, teenager and for most of my adult life I have always been "aware" and "in-tune",
however, the past 10 years or so, it's like a shroud was thrown over me and can no longer "see".
Since then there has always been a pulsing pressure behind both my ears (the area where the
skull bones protrude behind the ears). It makes me restless and anxious. It sometimes makes me
feel like I'm 10 feet tall and at other times like I'm 3 feet tall. I am constantly in a state of
"waiting"...for what I don't know. When I was "aware and in-tune", I never had the anxiety of not
knowing, because I would ask and get an answer, now however, I ask and I get no response. It is
very disheartening to not be able to "see or hear".
Again I apologize for my thoughts running amok and/or not making any sense, but for those that
"know" and have no veil across your eyes and ears, maybe you can shed some light for me.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
12/31/2011 03:04 PM
Dear NIP,
The AH web is not working just now.
BWG
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3520513

It seems to be working ok now.....

(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
12/31/2011 03:12 PM
This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
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make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 03:26 PM

This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

I really don't have a "mustache" though! image corruption.
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Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/31/2011 03:30 PM
...

yes I was after a laymans terms something I could inform a tramp in the street
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

All of humanity will be put into a sleep and after earth has been transformed will wake to the true
nature of humanity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

true nature being what? spirit?
and the elite will be gone?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

you know some of you could go read, and then these questions as is would not occur. yes the
elite will be gone. Many people are going IN BODY to other worlds including VENUS which was
terraformed for this purpose. Others are going to worlds where these bodies don't work, so they
will be dropping them. the "heaven" spheres cannot use these forms. many have bodies waiting to
return to on the architectural worlds, or will be provided with another. Some may live out the
remainder of their natural lives on the evacuation craft even, which will provide a wondrous
experience for them
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hello candace, this conversation reminds me of when I was working in the bowling alley. We had
warning signs posted everywhere and even announced warnings of don't pass the line, don't walk
on the lanes or you might hurt yourself, don't take food into the bowler's circle on and on. no
matter what we did people still didn't adhere to these safety warnings. They just bypassed them
as if who gives a shit. I see this as a life lesson concerning the Laws of God and Creation, where
as we for so long have created our own rules because we didn't like the Laws em-placed by our
Universal Father. And no matter how many warnings He has given us we just keep stepping over
them or trampling them.
oh I forgot your AH website is not working.
Last Edited by Andyjax on 12/31/2011 04:02 PM
Oceano
User ID: 1596886
United States
12/31/2011 03:32 PM
AH site still down, I see....going home to sit among the cedars, meditate and connect!! Enjoying
the days...my son coming home later and we are going to bake cookies!
THANKS, CANDACE!
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 03:34 PM

...

All of humanity will be put into a sleep and after earth has been transformed will wake to the true
nature of humanity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

true nature being what? spirit?
and the elite will be gone?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

you know some of you could go read, and then these questions as is would not occur. yes the
elite will be gone. Many people are going IN BODY to other worlds including VENUS which was
terraformed for this purpose. Others are going to worlds where these bodies don't work, so they
will be dropping them. the "heaven" spheres cannot use these forms. many have bodies waiting to
return to on the architectural worlds, or will be provided with another. Some may live out the
remainder of their natural lives on the evacuation craft even, which will provide a wondrous
experience for them
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hello candace, this conversation reminds me of when I was working in the bowling alley. We had
warning signs posted everywhere and even anounced warnings of don't pass the line, dont walk
on the lanes or you might hurt yourself, dont take food into the bowler's cirlce on and on. no
matter what we did people still didn't adhere to these safety warnings. They just bypassed them
as if who gives a shit. I see this as a life lesson concerning the Laws of God and Creation, where
as we for so long have created our own rules because we didn't like the Laws emplaced by our
Universal Father. And no matter how many warnings He has given us we just keep stepping over
them or trampling them.
Quoting: Andyjax
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how true and we have been using this route to warn the dark and ignorant for years now. And we

cannot and never could provide this sort of "rapture".
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/31/2011 03:44 PM
What you should know is that when you wake up, if ever you are to,it will always be January 1st to
you since you won't know when it hit you. Now people, the difference will be that you will notice
some changes. You will be aboard ships, inside underground bases, on other planets or wherever
your soul agreed to put you. Here to help you a bit, I deeply ask PAPA Aton to gift you all with the
insight of knowing where you are may it be ships, underground or other planets just for you not to
carry the same insane gene of fear and malvolent ideas on the new earth. Don't you have enough
of wars, egoism,crime of any kind? don't you want a very spiritual life based on service to others,
a big community, a planet without money with everyone equal from toe to hair.
Come on people. What is it do you really want?? Ponder that
Quoting: ETINI 1418925

Well said.
Last Edited by Andyjax on 12/31/2011 04:03 PM
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/31/2011 03:59 PM
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This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Here Candace I have changed the size of your image so that you can use you as an avatar here
hope it works!
[link to imageshack.us]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2595311

thank you. I am reconsidering though, about the avatar. This kind of narrows my face a bit and
has a bit more distortion. I wish I still had the original photo, its on a CD someplace, under a
windows program.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

even tho you look beautiful, I still like the current avatar it still looks like you. and for those thinking
it i am not sucking up.
Ozark
User ID: 1046363
United States
12/31/2011 04:08 PM

Candace.
I am wondering if a thread could be started for support of people who are struggling with the wait?
I know you posted a channeling about this a few pages back and I will search for it a bit later to
bring it up again.
I know you don't have time to support such a thread and neither do I, but I am wondering if
someone else feels the need for this and would consider doing so.
Quoting: TheOracle
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There are probably many that would help. Coming forward is the most difficult step but there are
so many struggling with the emotional fatigue that has caused such a heaviness to the natural
light bearers. Very counter-productive, very reversible and definitely a thread in need.
Quoting: einsteinsfly

This is one we all understand and feel very acutely, it is just difficult finding the correct words to
describe what you feel and to find a starting point to describing it.
I will tell you how I feel in the most accurate description I am able to convey, not for pity or for
sorrow, but to connect and help you identify and familiarise with what you must all be feeling too.
Each of us has a long history and story to tell that we know we must cut very short.
First to describe the feeling that runs through me is almost Paradoxical, I feel something different
with every thought I have, I on one hand feel such euphoria and excitement and patient waiting for
the release of confinement of Earth, to be reunited with the extended brethren throughout the
creation and to receive the whole love of our Father.
On the opposing hand I feel such sadness with every waking moment, I feel such sadness and
pity for all that I see around me. When I attempt to inform or share our Fathers wisdom I am met
with indifference or total uninterested ignorance and dejection. I see so many people suffering
needlessly every day, I watch people ignore doing the best they can do for the sake of self
enjoyment. I watch people, including my own family turn their backs on wanting to know who they
are and where they are from and to gain the knowledge of our Father, they are lost in an almost
belligerent form of self denial.
I offer my peace and my love and my best intentions and they are taken lightly or thrown back at
me unwanted, they feel there is no fun and excitement in kindness and peacefulness.
I so want everyone to know and feel and understand as I do, but they refuse. I had my awakening
15 years past and have been taught much of our existence and our source and I understand fully
who I am in my Father of Heaven. I chose to come and help lift this world, the people hold it back,
not intentionally, but through ignorance and lack of care. Most people choose to sit on the fence
and will not climb down as they have accepted stagnation and have lost the inner vision for
change and moving on.
People have become so blinded by the programming of the bullies of the planet that they actually
believe they enjoy the false system because they have forgotten in their hearts the wonder of the
true natural system originally planned and given to us by our Father of Heaven.
Where I come from I had such a high resonance of love that it seemed impossible that there
should be existence anywhere without it. I came here to help show people that the love they seek
is inside them, and that they do not need to find it and seek it from others to have for themselves
as if they have none, they only need to awake their own internal love and share it. People here
have allowed their love resonance to become so low that if God gave it to them in full force in one
go they would surely die as they cannot handle that amount of love in their being to flood in, in
one go. That is the amount of love that you all shut out, it is too intense now unless you bring it in
a little at a time. God never even took it away, you chose to reject it bit by bit in your actions and
your thinking.
Every day that I awake on this planet my heart feels heavy and breaks over again and tears I cry
in the presence of non love actions. It is very, very painful being here on earth, to me it is hell, but
absolutely vital and I come willing to endure for our Father of Heaven and for his creations in peril
on earth and for earth who suffers gladly for our Fathers children that she chose to adopt in her
own suffering God bless her.
My Fathers love keeps me going and the imminent release and renewal is what holds me out in
my hope and contemplation of the wonder that is coming for man very soon in the release.
It is almost the description of manic depression, but it is from a very deep perspective and
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understanding that the energy in motion through me is multi dimensional for sure. As the energy
increases and attempts to alter the resonance of all energy on earth, it heightens all the emotions
you have of your own resonance because it moves faster and stirs you more intensely.
I do hope some of you can identify with this and certainly please know you are not alone, no one
is alone not ever. It is thrice as hard for those that did not awake and heed the call as they have
not taken in the understanding as to why they are ten fold more sensitive to the movement of
energy than ever before.
Thanks to our wonderful, beautiful light brothers and sisters for all their help in uplifting our earth
and it's people, and to NIP for her unending dedication in work to help inform the people of God
that choose to sleep on, for one day those that mock and scoff and insult will awaken, and when
they do they will remember the enduring work of the light bringers such as NIP, remember their
words and their wisdom and then only when the moment has passed will they appreciate what
was given to them. And only then will they take on board the teachings and it is never in vain.
So take our Fathers love through you and share it, direct it toward the darkest that you know if you
can, direct it without judgement and the darkened hearts can be gently lifted to flow toward the
light and this beautiful earth Gaia/ Shan/ Urantia will one day blaze as the brightest star. And the
love of our Father will surely be known to all.
Quoting: Soul Wave 8015891
Well written and expressed friend. Yes, a spiritual manic depressive resides in probably most that
are "awake." It is difficult to by-pass so much misery and suffering but yet, I can look in the sky
and see the V-shaped flock of ducks flying loudly overhead and feel such a happy, wonderous
love. I can taste a subtle hint of cinnamon in my tea and close my eyes appreciatively. The
contradictions are endless but it is important to feel, many simply do not allow themselves to feel.
Put a band-aid in the form of a shopping spree to hide the fear, hit the alarm button every morning
to keep up with your facade, take the children to school....it's what you should do.
Well, we know we are not alone. Thank you for sharing friend, may 2012 ring pure and true.
Quoting: einsteinsfly

I have also had such unbelievable grief for the planet and all life on it. That was the "hardest for
me to process" and force myself to find my Joy again.
Thank you Nip, your threads, AH and all the posters on the threads allowed me to see I was not
alone in what I am feeling and what has been given to me by "unseen but definitely felt" loving
energy beings.
Peace, Joy and Love to you NIP and everyone on here, AH and GLP and all over the planet and
in the multiverses!!!!!
Namaste~~~
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/31/2011 04:16 PM
I have noticed a problem with the new Internet Explorer and its displaying images and videos
concerning adobe flash. because i can see AH on Firefox and not on Internet Explorer. then again
it could be a setting might not be set properly.
did'nt work still not working on IE but works in Firefox i assume it has to do with adobe or java as
the French say oh well.
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Last Edited by Andyjax on 12/31/2011 04:35 PM
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
12/31/2011 04:18 PM

If this is still in the relative same space when posted than the 2-3 posts above this kind of fit this
whole deal.
Only...
When I was very little I "knew" that I wasn't from this planet but after delving into why I felt that
way I began to realize I'm not even from this dimensional frequency.
When I was little they sent me some very comforting messages about this life, that I would
experience many things that were very foreign to me but I would always ALWAYS be protected.
Those messages nailed this head to a T and one of the things that was transmitted to me many
times was that I had a very important mission this life more important then all the others and I
believe its the removal and upliftment of earth shan to the next frequency.
Some of us came for the experiences and the natural ability to ground + generate/alter these
frequencies.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

I have always known the same thing too. I can look back and see how many of my experiences
were about preparing me for this time.
I spent alot of time in the past 10 years searching for the safe place to live. One thing after
another got in the way of that. A few months ago, I finally heard it....a message that was telling me
that I did not need to look for a safe place and that I was protected no matter where I was. I was
so wrapped up in my concern of earth changes that I couldn't hear.
Ozark
User ID: 1046363
United States
12/31/2011 04:18 PM
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This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I love your avatar very much, have since the first time I saw it! It drew me to read your stuff, me
being from the hippy/flowerchild generation also! Love the coffee mug too!
You look similar to your avatar, how great to see you, now I know who to look for off planet!
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
12/31/2011 04:19 PM

Candace.
I am wondering if a thread could be started for support of people who are struggling with the wait?
I know you posted a channeling about this a few pages back and I will search for it a bit later to
bring it up again.
I know you don't have time to support such a thread and neither do I, but I am wondering if
someone else feels the need for this and would consider doing so.
Quoting: TheOracle
There are probably many that would help. Coming forward is the most difficult step but there are
so many struggling with the emotional fatigue that has caused such a heaviness to the natural
light bearers. Very counter-productive, very reversible and definitely a thread in need.
Quoting: einsteinsfly

Thanks for agreeing einsteinfly!
Jamesbo
User ID: 7159043
United States
12/31/2011 04:23 PM
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This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
12/31/2011 04:35 PM

Candace.
I am wondering if a thread could be started for support of people who are struggling with the wait?
I know you posted a channeling about this a few pages back and I will search for it a bit later to
bring it up again.
I know you don't have time to support such a thread and neither do I, but I am wondering if
someone else feels the need for this and would consider doing so.
Quoting: TheOracle
There are probably many that would help. Coming forward is the most difficult step but there are
so many struggling with the emotional fatigue that has caused such a heaviness to the natural
light bearers. Very counter-productive, very reversible and definitely a thread in need.
Quoting: einsteinsfly
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This is one we all understand and feel very acutely, it is just difficult finding the correct
words to describe what you feel and to find a starting point to describing it.
I will tell you how I feel in the most accurate description I am able to convey, not for pity or
for sorrow, but to connect and help you identify and familiarise with what you must all be
feeling too.
Each of us has a long history and story to tell that we know we must cut very short.
First to describe the feeling that runs through me is almost Paradoxical, I feel something
different with every thought I have, I on one hand feel such euphoria and excitement and
patient waiting for the release of confinement of Earth, to be reunited with the extended
brethren throughout the creation and to receive the whole love of our Father.
On the opposing hand I feel such sadness with every waking moment, I feel such sadness
and pity for all that I see around me. When I attempt to inform or share our Fathers wisdom
I am met with indifference or total uninterested ignorance and dejection. I see so many
people suffering needlessly every day, I watch people ignore doing the best they can do for
the sake of self enjoyment. I watch people, including my own family turn their backs on
wanting to know who they are and where they are from and to gain the knowledge of our
Father, they are lost in an almost belligerent form of self denial.
I offer my peace and my love and my best intentions and they are taken lightly or thrown
back at me unwanted, they feel there is no fun and excitement in kindness and
peacefulness.
I so want everyone to know and feel and understand as I do, but they refuse. I had my
awakening 15 years past and have been taught much of our existence and our source and I
understand fully who I am in my Father of Heaven. I chose to come and help lift this world,
the people hold it back, not intentionally, but through ignorance and lack of care. Most
people choose to sit on the fence and will not climb down as they have accepted
stagnation and have lost the inner vision for change and moving on.
People have become so blinded by the programming of the bullies of the planet that they
actually believe they enjoy the false system because they have forgotten in their hearts the
wonder of the true natural system originally planned and given to us by our Father of
Heaven.
Where I come from I had such a high resonance of love that it seemed impossible that
there should be existence anywhere without it. I came here to help show people that the
love they seek is inside them, and that they do not need to find it and seek it from others to
have for themselves as if they have none, they only need to awake their own internal love
and share it. People here have allowed their love resonance to become so low that if God
gave it to them in full force in one go they would surely die as they cannot handle that
amount of love in their being to flood in, in one go. That is the amount of love that you all
shut out, it is too intense now unless you bring it in a little at a time. God never even took it
away, you chose to reject it bit by bit in your actions and your thinking.
Every day that I awake on this planet my heart feels heavy and breaks over again and tears
I cry in the presence of non love actions. It is very, very painful being here on earth, to me
it is hell, but absolutely vital and I come willing to endure for our Father of Heaven and for
his creations in peril on earth and for earth who suffers gladly for our Fathers children that
she chose to adopt in her own suffering God bless her.
My Fathers love keeps me going and the imminent release and renewal is what holds me
out in my hope and contemplation of the wonder that is coming for man very soon in the
release.
It is almost the description of manic depression, but it is from a very deep perspective and
understanding that the energy in motion through me is multi dimensional for sure. As the
energy increases and attempts to alter the resonance of all energy on earth, it heightens all
the emotions you have of your own resonance because it moves faster and stirs you more
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intensely.
I do hope some of you can identify with this and certainly please know you are not alone,
no one is alone not ever. It is thrice as hard for those that did not awake and heed the call as
they have not taken in the understanding as to why they are ten fold more sensitive to the
movement of energy than ever before.
Thanks to our wonderful, beautiful light brothers and sisters for all their help in uplifting our earth
and it's people, and to NIP for her unending dedication in work to help inform the people of God
that choose to sleep on, for one day those that mock and scoff and insult will awaken, and when
they do they will remember the enduring work of the light bringers such as NIP, remember their
words and their wisdom and then only when the moment has passed will they appreciate what
was given to them. And only then will they take on board the teachings and it is never in vain.
So take our Fathers love through you and share it, direct it toward the darkest that you know if you
can, direct it without judgement and the darkened hearts can be gently lifted to flow toward the
light and this beautiful earth Gaia/ Shan/ Urantia will one day blaze as the brightest star. And the
love of our Father will surely be known to all.
Quoting: Soul Wave 8015891

I started reading your post and immediately found a sentence I wanted to bold in my response.
Then I read on and found more. Your post could have been written by me, it sounds so much like
me, so instead of bolding any one line, I will bold it all and place one sentence in red bold as I do
identify with your feelings!
The only thing I have to add, is that the sadness overwhelms me and I am unable to hold focus on
the eurphoria felt from the messages I recieve. The sadness is overwhelming. People cannot
accept kindness and support and that is all I know how to be. I feel like I am misplaced all the time
now and tend to keep myself cooped up in my home; easy to do when your job is telecommuting
right in your home office.
Thanks for posting your feelings!
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
12/31/2011 04:41 PM

This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Wow Candace, you look so gentle! It's so nice to see a face to go along with the person that offers
the information.
Please know that there are many of us who support you in providing the information you have
been given!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5280459
United States
12/31/2011 04:49 PM
Damn it I just got sick and read somewhere if your sick and in stasis you could die...
Now im not looking forward to it.
tava6655
User ID: 1511728
United States
12/31/2011 04:56 PM
This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.
:Candace:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Candace,
You can always download the software, Shrink Pic ( [link to www.onthegosoft.com] ) that runs on
the background of the computer that shrink the pic for you when uploading online without resizing
pic. very good software
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
12/31/2011 05:02 PM
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Damn it I just got sick and read somewhere if your sick and in stasis you could die...
Now im not looking forward to it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5280459

Where did you read such a thing?
I believe stasis is also a time to heal the physical body, especially for those with chronic illnesses.
If this were true alot of people would die in stasis, including me.
Besides, we don't die....we continue.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5280459
United States
12/31/2011 05:05 PM
Damn it I just got sick and read somewhere if your sick and in stasis you could die...
Now im not looking forward to it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5280459

Where did you read such a thing?
I believe stasis is also a time to heal the physical body, especially for those with chronic illnesses.
If this were true alot of people would die in stasis, including me.
Besides, we don't die....we continue.
Quoting: TheOracle

A thread about this same event that was posted here four years ago. I believe it was CM.
NIP, there was 4.0 just now in... Ohio?.. I think is this part of the project beginnings? Closing a few
vents and lower earths frequency for a time?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 436675
United States
12/31/2011 05:08 PM
a luciferian has suggested the stasis is definitely real, and seemed as if it wasn't much concern to
them personally.
now that has got me thinking way too into this. it isn't like them to offer info that's unreliable,
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although it's always for a purpose, and one sided, (if you know what i mean).
the person suggested that it wasn't about karmic debt, but polarity, this makes sense to me. also
an ominous tonewas presented that the majority here would be staying with them in a more
hostile environment. while it makes sense as far as spiritual learning, it scares me the
implications.
no sign of fear or misunderstanding about reality on their part more often than not, so i am still
slightly confused.
also, i would like to know if i have the option of non-existence as well.
while i have personally spent my entire life seemingly preparing for a leadership role afterwords,
i've always subscribed to the idea of getting the heck away from this dualistic prison as fast as
possible.
lately i've felt a small tinge in the back of my mind to stay and help others, i'm on the fence
currently.
any suggestion or information that might be beneficial in making a decision or just your personal
opinion would be welcome.
please and thank you.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 05:26 PM

Damn it I just got sick and read somewhere if your sick and in stasis you could die...
Now im not looking forward to it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5280459

so where did you get that information? if its out there it's not us.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 05:46 PM
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Thread: Come see live video of Venus in broad daylight! 12/31/11 if you can't view the video,
astromut put a still into the thread, what better proof can you want than STAR SHIP VENUS. I did
post in the thread.
MAN of EARTH has failed to Build the BrotherHood of Man under the FatherHood of God. I
Grieve.
The greatest Lie in your Bibles is that Jesus was the ONLY Son of God. You who can THINK, (not
copy), are SONS OF GOD. That was his greatest teaching, that HIS Father is also YOUR
FATHER.
This is the REAL Lord's Prayer: "MY SPIRIT, YOU ARE OMNIPOTENT. YOUR NAME IS HOLY.
MAY YOUR REALM BE INCARNATE IN ME. MAY YOUR POWER REVEAL ITSELF WITHIN
ME, ON EARTH AND IN THE HEAVEN. GIVE ME TODAY MY DAILY BREAD, AND THUS, LET
ME RECOGNIZE MY TRANSGRESSIONS AND ERRORS, AND I SHALL RECOGNIZE THE
TRUTH. AND DO NOT LEAD ME INTO TEMPTATION AND CONFUSION, BUT DELIVER ME
FROM ERROR. FOR YOURS IS THE REALM WITHIN ME AND THE POWER AND THE
KNOWLEDGE FOREVER,
AMEN. found on p. 37 here: [link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]
AbundantHope, IS the 2nd Coming organization. A partnership between my team and Jesus
himself.
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2925131
United States
12/31/2011 05:57 PM
Thread: Come see live video of Venus in broad daylight! 12/31/11 if you can't view the video,
astromut put a still into the thread, what better proof can you want than STAR SHIP VENUS. I did
post in the thread.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

when you use "amen" after a prayer, are you not referencing amen RA?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 05:59 PM
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Thread: Come see live video of Venus in broad daylight! 12/31/11 if you can't view the video,
astromut put a still into the thread, what better proof can you want than STAR SHIP VENUS. I did
post in the thread.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

when you use "amen" after a prayer, are you not referencing amen RA?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2925131

I don't use "amen" and I am NOT sure why its used on earth. I never looked it up that I can
remember. The RA material was given by Christ Michael however, just using a different name.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2925131
United States
12/31/2011 06:00 PM
Thread: Come see live video of Venus in broad daylight! 12/31/11 if you can't view the video,
astromut put a still into the thread, what better proof can you want than STAR SHIP VENUS. I did
post in the thread.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

when you use "amen" after a prayer, are you not referencing amen RA?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2925131

I don't use "amen" and I am NOT sure why its used on earth. I never looked it up that I can
remember. The RA material was given by Christ Michael however, just using a different name.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

you have it after your prayer listed at the end of your posts
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2925131
United States
12/31/2011 06:04 PM
Thread: Come see live video of Venus in broad daylight! 12/31/11 if you can't view the video,
astromut put a still into the thread, what better proof can you want than STAR SHIP VENUS. I did
post in the thread.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

when you use "amen" after a prayer, are you not referencing amen RA?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2925131

I don't use "amen" and I am NOT sure why its used on earth. I never looked it up that I can
remember. The RA material was given by Christ Michael however, just using a different name.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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i was under the impression the ra material was a 6th density group mind???
elaborate.
please and thank you
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 06:13 PM

Thread: Come see live video of Venus in broad daylight! 12/31/11 if you can't view the video,
astromut put a still into the thread, what better proof can you want than STAR SHIP VENUS. I did
post in the thread.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

when you use "amen" after a prayer, are you not referencing amen RA?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2925131

I don't use "amen" and I am NOT sure why its used on earth. I never looked it up that I can
remember. The RA material was given by Christ Michael however, just using a different name.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i was under the impression the ra material was a 6th density group mind???
elaborate.
please and thank you
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2925131

well, Salvington, the headquarters of Nebadon, IS 6th Density, but its not group mind, there is no
such thing except in the animals who have not individuated, including some groups of man, and
there are some of those now on earth, that are group "animal soul of man".
I also think there is more than one set of "RA" material out there but I am not sure. I downloaded
free pdfs online, but have not read all of it. I can't remember now if it suggests a group mind
behind it. But in the fullest Sense, Michael IS HIS UNIVERSE, so I suppose you could use that
world In a way, every soul who has taken multiple journeys might be called a group mind, the
mind is a collection of all the journeys. Each journey can be looked at separately and the
personage explored as if it was still in the old story.
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This is the one, the Law of ONE material I am refering too. [link to www.lawofone.info]
also, to disguise himself, Christ Michael played many a "game" with his identity anyway. Either
him or Esu, I forget now, but I think it was him, is behind the course in Miracles. the 365 lessons
portion, not so much that other book.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2925131
United States
12/31/2011 06:39 PM
...

when you use "amen" after a prayer, are you not referencing amen RA?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2925131

I don't use "amen" and I am NOT sure why its used on earth. I never looked it up that I can
remember. The RA material was given by Christ Michael however, just using a different name.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i was under the impression the ra material was a 6th density group mind???
elaborate.
please and thank you
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2925131

well, Salvington, the headquarters of Nebadon, IS 6th Density, but its not group mind, there is no
such thing except in the animals who have not individuated, including some groups of man. I also
think there is more than one set of "RA" material out there but I am not sure. I downloaded free
pdfs online, but have not read all of it. I can't remember now if it suggests a group mind behind it.
But in the fullest Sense, Michael IS HIS UNIVERSE, so I suppose you could use that world In a
way, every soul who has taken multiple journies might be called a group mind, the mind is a
collection of all the journey's. Each journey can be looked at separately and the personage
explored as if it was still in the old story.
This is the one, the Law of ONE material I am refering too. [link to www.lawofone.info]
also, to disguise himself, Christ Michael played many a "game" with his identity anyway. Either
him or Esu, I forget now, but I think it was him, is behind the course in Miracles. the 365 lessons
portion, not so much that other book.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

how does the (book of the law), differentiate from the law of one?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2925131
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United States
12/31/2011 06:42 PM
also, waiting patiently for a replay regarding post referencing being on the fence.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1124291
United States
12/31/2011 06:48 PM
I get chills while reading this thread!
From past experience I've learned that chills = true/positive/good.
The kicked in the stomach feeling = false/negative/"you really think we'd let that happen? you
know better."
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5280459
United States
12/31/2011 06:53 PM
Damn it I just got sick and read somewhere if your sick and in stasis you could die...
Now im not looking forward to it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5280459

so where did you get that information? if its out there it's not us.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Damn it I just got sick and read somewhere if your sick and in stasis you could die...
Now im not looking forward to it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5280459

Where did you read such a thing?
I believe stasis is also a time to heal the physical body, especially for those with chronic illnesses.
If this were true alot of people would die in stasis, including me.
Besides, we don't die....we continue.
Quoting: TheOracle

A thread about this same event that was posted here four years ago. I believe it was CM.
NIP, there was 4.0 just now in... Ohio?.. I think is this part of the project beginnings? Closing a few
vents and lower earths frequency for a time?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5280459
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Remember the thread that was found here last might with the EXACT rheoteric that was posted in
2007.
Same information. You commented on the thread...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 06:53 PM

also, waiting patiently for a replay regarding post referencing being on the fence.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2925131

could you quote it, I don't know which one you mean.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 06:56 PM

Damn it I just got sick and read somewhere if your sick and in stasis you could die...
Now im not looking forward to it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5280459

so where did you get that information? if its out there it's not us.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Damn it I just got sick and read somewhere if your sick and in stasis you could die...
Now im not looking forward to it.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5280459

Where did you read such a thing?
I believe stasis is also a time to heal the physical body, especially for those with chronic illnesses.
If this were true alot of people would die in stasis, including me.
Besides, we don't die....we continue.
Quoting: TheOracle

A thread about this same event that was posted here four years ago. I believe it was CM.
NIP, there was 4.0 just now in... Ohio?.. I think is this part of the project beginnings? Closing a few
vents and lower earths frequency for a time?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5280459

Remember the thread that was found here last might with the EXACT rheoteric that was posted in
2007.
Same information. You commented on the thread...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5280459
yes I did, I was surprised that any of my stuff was showing up here back then. not quite the same,
the plan was NOT this one, the first one we covered, as to stasis is memory serves me, was over
a short stasis, perhaps to remove some folks, but also for some cleansing I think. Not going back
thru all those posts of mine and jess and others right now. 4 years ago. but at any rate that was a
different scenario being considered by the big wigs.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8034446
United States
12/31/2011 07:02 PM
also, waiting patiently for a replay regarding post referencing being on the fence.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2925131

could you quote it, I don't know which one you mean.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

it's like 3-4 replies up on this thread, this page.
Soul Wave
User ID: 8015891
United Kingdom
12/31/2011 07:11 PM
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Thread: Come see live video of Venus in broad daylight! 12/31/11 if you can't view the video,
astromut put a still into the thread, what better proof can you want than STAR SHIP VENUS. I did
post in the thread.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

when you use "amen" after a prayer, are you not referencing amen RA?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2925131

It comes from the Egyptian words Aum On, Aum is a sound related to God, the first word, and On
is the sun. The City of the Sun was called On, this was the Egyptian name for Heliopolis.
I do not like to use the word Amen because I too feel it is not being directed to God in the sense
that it is no longer said with the correct sound. Amen in not pronounced as aum.
einsteinsfly
User ID: 7654320
United States
12/31/2011 07:22 PM

Candace.
I am wondering if a thread could be started for support of people who are struggling with the wait?
I know you posted a channeling about this a few pages back and I will search for it a bit later to
bring it up again.
I know you don't have time to support such a thread and neither do I, but I am wondering if
someone else feels the need for this and would consider doing so.
Quoting: TheOracle
There are probably many that would help. Coming forward is the most difficult step but there are
so many struggling with the emotional fatigue that has caused such a heaviness to the natural
light bearers. Very counter-productive, very reversible and definitely a thread in need.
Quoting: einsteinsfly

Thanks for agreeing einsteinfly!
Quoting: TheOracle
With you! I was thinking of starting a "Waiting for...." thread and I was going to wait until tomorrow
night but maybe I'll just do it right now.....
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8036074
United States
12/31/2011 07:31 PM
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i drink a beer meow, it's going to be a long night and i have a lot of questions to ask, i hope you
don't mind, i am thankful for your timely replies.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8036074
United States
12/31/2011 07:34 PM
Thread: Come see live video of Venus in broad daylight! 12/31/11 if you can't view the video,
astromut put a still into the thread, what better proof can you want than STAR SHIP VENUS. I did
post in the thread.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

when you use "amen" after a prayer, are you not referencing amen RA?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2925131

It comes from the Egyptian words Aum On, Aum is a sound related to God, the first word, and On
is the sun. The City of the Sun was called On, this was the Egyptian name for Heliopolis.
I do not like to use the word Amen because I too feel it is not being directed to God in the sense
that it is no longer said with the correct sound. Amen in not pronounced as aum.
Quoting: Soul Wave 8015891

you are correct, and no it doesn't resonate well with me either, but try telling relatives at a holiday
dinner after a meal prayer...*sigh....at least they still give thanks.. ; )
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
12/31/2011 07:40 PM
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace

Custodians of MY Light.
By Source thru Hazel
Dec 31, 2011 - 2:10:49 PM
Custodians of MY Light.
The Source.
I AM and therefore you are. You cannot be without ME. You are not without ME or apart from ME
save in your perception. I AM not the hidden part of you. I AM simply the invisible part, that which
holds the seed of your power. I AM that which gives you Light and creates light through you. You
are therefore all light. The light which I speak of bears no resemblance to the light created in your
outer world through mechanics. I cannot be switched on or off. I AM forever Light. I do not
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malfunction or become defective. MY radiance is everlasting. There is nothing that can dim ME. I
resonate at the highest frequency.

I bestowed MYSELF to you through your creation. I AM within you. The light of life is within you;
not mortal life, for that is all transient in effect. I speak of the light of the soul; that which you are;
which bears the emblem of your Creator. The Creator marks HIS creation just as you may mark
your possessions so that you may know what belongs to you. You belong to ME as I created you
and therefore you bear MY signature, being the Light of Creation. I know you by your light, which
is MY own.

Light is the Life of your immortal soul. You are not disconnected from your soul. You are the soul.
The body is simply a mass of energy used by the soul to chart experiences so that it can assert its
mastery and innate power through the human form as it remembers who it is through a mortal
experience. Yet the soul power is not dominant unless the human trajectory allows for and
accommodates that higher association. You need only experience an offering of the soul to make
your decision.
Many who wholeheartedly embrace the offerings of the soul as an instinctive knowing are drawn
to the higher rays; yet there are many who cannot comprehend that which is not visual and
therefore rejects its existence and presence. There are those who become afraid of their own soul
power as it would redefine their thinking and demand changes to their comportment. This inherent
fear has become a widespread malady.

You see dear ones, what you need to understand is that you who do not know your soul are
motored by the lower mind which we shall call the ego mind. This is the distinct portion of you
responsible for your thoughts, reactions and creations. Once you are in the harness of this mind
this becomes your realm of comfort, and at all cost the ego will seek to protect itself. It is for you
not your ego to make the decision and come into higher understanding of who you are. You are
not your ego. Its life is short lived as is your mortal life. If you allow it to make your decisions, it will
serve only your physical dynamic in your physical world. If you can but for a moment set aside the
ego you may benefit from the revelations of your soul. Comfort and reassurance will replace the
bridge between you and your soul, for these are the resulting effects of the soul’s interaction.

Fear does not exist in the soul, only light and love and higher knowledge. Should you allow the
soul entrance, you will quickly discern the difference between the soul mind and the ego mind.
Allowing your soul entrance allows MY light to work within you and through you. It will be a
gradual exercise in measure of your willingness to transform yourself through remembrance; that
your mortal life may reflect only that which you truly are and render a life that is fulfilling in every
way. Light transmutes and transforms all that is dark if only it is allowed entrance. You will come to
know the power of your light when you acknowledge it within yourself and allow its expression
through you. It is then that you will assume control of and over you life.

When you come into your light you have in fact come into MY light and with effort and time
investment you will begin to know ME as yourself. Illumination is a gradual process; so until you
can think, know, feel and behave in ONENESS, we will work in partnership so that MY light within
you is allowed more and more expression as you graduate in frequency. As your light quotient
increases, there will in time be no need for the vehicle of the physical body for you to continue
your journey.
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You are custodians of MY light. How you treat that light is really your choice. Some ignore it
totally; others pay it short shrift, whilst few fully embrace it and work in harmony with it for their
highest good. These are the ones who use MY light in service to others. They know that light is
never to be hidden but to be shared. They recognise the Oneness in all things and seek to help
others find their inner light and shine it forth in the world. Dear ones you must comprehend that
your outer world is a reflection of your inner world. If your inner world is dark then your outer world
shall also be dark.

Seek always to keep your inner world in light which spells harmony, and your outer world will be
so mirrored. Your light is the precious jewel gifted to you upon your birth. You were meant to keep
that jewel shining in its original incandescence and wear it as a powerful garment. It was never
meant to be buried under worldly things and be forgotten. You children seek always grand jewels
to wear on your body and wealth that will provide extravagant living. You proudly display outer
remnants of wealth which shines without any significance or value. It is temporal and banal. It
cannot empower YOU, only your ego that simply cannot be satiated. These outer effects will earn
you no spiritual glory or everlasting joy. It retards your growth as you become more and more
consumed by your need for material effects. These things do not in truth exist. They are things
that will be cast aside when you leave this dimension of experience. I AM not saying that you
should not create abundance in your life but be weary that you know the difference between
abundance and avarice.

To those of you who have courageously chosen the light you must be steadily vigilant lest you
become distracted by the world around you and allow infiltration. As custodian of MY Light you
must make the decisions that are in the highest interest of that Light; for it is only then that MY
light can work for you. Should you lose your footing and fall apart then who is to tend to the light?
It is your divine responsibility to tend that light until you become one with that Light and know
yourself only as LIGHT.
Beloveds, I know only too well how easy it is to fall prey to a diseased world where the malaise
spreads and creates a disconnect between you and that Light. It is for you see this and know it
and take every step possible to preserve the Light; for it is truly this Light that will become your
vehicle for escape from the outer world where unreality, suffering and grief abounds.

If you tend to this Light, this Light will tend to you. This Light will preserve your sanity and enable
you to transcend the lower vibrations as it powers you to higher understanding and frequency.
This Light will resurrect you time and time again if needs be. As you come to know this Light you
will know its transformative value and will learn to use it for your highest good. Every choice will
then be engendered by this Light. It does not mean that the world around you ceases to exist or
that the problems go away. It simply means that you are able to see it all through the magnifying
Light which shows truth and purpose in the experience.

I AM THE LIGHT WITHIN YOU AND I AM THE LIGHT IN YOUR WORLD. I ADMONISH THAT
THIS LIGHT IS TO BE REVERED THROUGH ACKNOWLEDGEMNT FOLLOWED BY WILLING
APPLICATION. HOW WILL YOU CARE FOR THIS LIGHT? THE EFFORT OF PRESERVING
AND PROTECTING THIS LIGHT CANNOT BE MEASURED. THE CHOICE YOY MAKE WILL
IMPACT THE WORLD YOU CREATE. WHAT IS YOUR VISION FOR YOUR WORLD?
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
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[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/31/2011 08:35 PM
on tv they are showing 2001 a space Odyssey on showtime then on national geographic
Aftermath: population zero envisioning what earth would be like if all 6.6 billion humans suddenly
disappeared first aired in 2008
ETINI
User ID: 1418925
Haiti
12/31/2011 09:07 PM
Oh, aren't they just trying to help us scrutinizing what they have in mind and ready for us with a
larger OPS world depopulation during the next yar beginning just in a few our? Fortunately we
have a FATHER and here are we to prevent malvolent one of using technologies to destroy life
and hurt in the same time Mother Gaia.
Enough is enough and end of games has been divinely decreed. It all begins now and Urantia will
be free at last.
Happy renewal, Happy new beginning to my fellow HU - MEN. Happy departure to dark brothers
and Happy new Arrival to Lighted ones. We're just about to take off in LIGHT and LOVE.
So be it, I'm so impatient patiently waiting.
I love You all and thank PAPA ATON, GENITOR ESU and The brothers of the Light
Confederation. I also and with all my love thank SOURCE trough Aton, for having allowing me that
gifted opportunity to serve here. It is still a pleasure to meet you all and specially Candace, Eve,
Rubens, Solon, Jess Anthony,Johan etc..., all the translators and also the dark brothers without
whom I wouldn't meet MYSELF through AH.
Love and Light to you all.
Meet you all soon to go on 100% serving on a spiritual community-based society at last.
Thanks GOD it you who guides us all. Thank also to Master Spirit # 7 and to Monjo ( Monjoronson
) for having been so honest with us. Words are not easy to find to thanks you all for WE ARE ALL
THAT WE ARE FOR THE GLORY OF THE ONE AND ONLY.
LOVE ANS SPECIAL SUPPORT TO MOTHER GAIA IN THOSE TERRIBLE MOMENTS. YOU
AND I ARE ONE IN ATON.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8037599
United States
12/31/2011 09:08 PM
a luciferian has suggested the stasis is definitely real, and seemed as if it wasn't much concern to
them personally.
now that has got me thinking way too into this. it isn't like them to offer info that's unreliable,
although it's always for a purpose, and one sided, (if you know what i mean).
the person suggested that it wasn't about karmic debt, but polarity, this makes sense to me. also
an ominous tonewas presented that the majority here would be staying with them in a more
hostile environment. while it makes sense as far as spiritual learning, it scares me the
implications.
no sign of fear or misunderstanding about reality on their part more often than not, so i am still
slightly confused.
also, i would like to know if i have the option of non-existence as well.
while i have personally spent my entire life seemingly preparing for a leadership role afterwords,
i've always subscribed to the idea of getting the heck away from this dualistic prison as fast as
possible.
lately i've felt a small tinge in the back of my mind to stay and help others, i'm on the fence
currently.
any suggestion or information that might be beneficial in making a decision or just your personal
opinion would be welcome.
please and thank you.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 436675

NIP, thanks
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 09:15 PM

Damn it I just got sick and read somewhere if your sick and in stasis you could die...
Now im not looking forward to it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5280459

Where did you read such a thing?
I believe stasis is also a time to heal the physical body, especially for those with chronic illnesses.
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If this were true alot of people would die in stasis, including me.
Besides, we don't die....we continue.
Quoting: TheOracle

A thread about this same event that was posted here four years ago. I believe it was CM.
NIP, there was 4.0 just now in... Ohio?.. I think is this part of the project beginnings? Closing a few
vents and lower earths frequency for a time?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5280459

The stasis actually works on the neural net, this portion of it, turning off the information system
around earth that informs life. I don't think lowering the frequency of the earth itself has anything to
do with it. Curious the Ohio quake though, more stuff on the move and hope that isn't something
moving on top of the new madrid, hinting at the new madrid. WELL NO NOT THE NEW MADRID,
too east, had to look at the map, but something interests me on the location. What else is there?
tava6655
User ID: 1511728
United States
12/31/2011 09:43 PM
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP

CMATON : I CONFIRM : THIS IS IT.
By CM thru Johan
Dec 31, 2011 - 2:34:49 PM
This is Christ Michael of Nebadon, Your Sovereign
( received Friday, December 30th, 16:27 )
It is my Greatest Pleasure to announce through several scribes that my final decision for this time
of Correction, especially on Urantia, will go into effect.
By the time, according to your earthly calender, that a new page will have to be turned, a New
Dawn and a whole New Chapter and a New Cycle will have commenced.
Still, it is not within my desire to announce the exact hour, as all will and must be found ready or
not.
It is my Greatest Pleasure however to inform you in advance : THE STASIS IS HERE.
No more delay, no more impatience, no more suffering, as We have heard your cries and felt your
pain. This most enthousiastic and eager scribe already stated days ago : '' This is it. '', well, let Me,
as Your Sovereign and God Aton CONFIRM THIS : '' THIS IS IT INDEED. ''
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In hours time, that is as close I can go, will our Federatioin of Light Fleet commence its
procedures to induce STASIS globally. All will be found in the exact ' hearts and souls - condition '
of that moment, SO BE IT.
I welcome you Home anytime now, and please expect and anticipate the sweetest of rejoicing you
have EVER known. Salu. I AM Christ Michael of Nebadon.

Love and Light,
Johan
ps. And my heart is anxiously racing and pounding as I finish this message.

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.

© Copyright by AbundantHope.net all rights reserved
IS-BE
User ID: 6788562
United States
12/31/2011 10:13 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP

CMATON : I CONFIRM : THIS IS IT.
By CM thru Johan
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Dec 31, 2011 - 2:34:49 PM
This is Christ Michael of Nebadon, Your Sovereign
( received Friday, December 30th, 16:27 )
It is my Greatest Pleasure to announce through several scribes that my final decision for this time
of Correction, especially on Urantia, will go into effect.
By the time, according to your earthly calender, that a new page will have to be turned, a New
Dawn and a whole New Chapter and a New Cycle will have commenced.
Still, it is not within my desire to announce the exact hour, as all will and must be found ready or
not.
It is my Greatest Pleasure however to inform you in advance : THE STASIS IS HERE.
No more delay, no more impatience, no more suffering, as We have heard your cries and felt your
pain. This most enthousiastic and eager scribe already stated days ago : '' This is it. '', well, let Me,
as Your Sovereign and God Aton CONFIRM THIS : '' THIS IS IT INDEED. ''
In hours time, that is as close I can go, will our Federatioin of Light Fleet commence its
procedures to induce STASIS globally. All will be found in the exact ' hearts and souls - condition '
of that moment, SO BE IT.
I welcome you Home anytime now, and please expect and anticipate the sweetest of rejoicing you
have EVER known. Salu. I AM Christ Michael of Nebadon.

Love and Light,
Johan
ps. And my heart is anxiously racing and pounding as I finish this message.

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
© Copyright by AbundantHope.net all rights reserved
Quoting: tava6655 1511728

Awesome!!! I am ready!!
Last Edited by IS-BE on 12/31/2011 10:14 PM
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8040947
United States
12/31/2011 10:24 PM
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP

CMATON : I CONFIRM : THIS IS IT.
By CM thru Johan
Dec 31, 2011 - 2:34:49 PM
This is Christ Michael of Nebadon, Your Sovereign
( received Friday, December 30th, 16:27 )
It is my Greatest Pleasure to announce through several scribes that my final decision for this time
of Correction, especially on Urantia, will go into effect.
By the time, according to your earthly calender, that a new page will have to be turned, a New
Dawn and a whole New Chapter and a New Cycle will have commenced.
Still, it is not within my desire to announce the exact hour, as all will and must be found ready or
not.
It is my Greatest Pleasure however to inform you in advance : THE STASIS IS HERE.
No more delay, no more impatience, no more suffering, as We have heard your cries and felt your
pain. This most enthousiastic and eager scribe already stated days ago : '' This is it. '', well, let Me,
as Your Sovereign and God Aton CONFIRM THIS : '' THIS IS IT INDEED. ''
In hours time, that is as close I can go, will our Federatioin of Light Fleet commence its
procedures to induce STASIS globally. All will be found in the exact ' hearts and souls - condition '
of that moment, SO BE IT.
I welcome you Home anytime now, and please expect and anticipate the sweetest of rejoicing you
have EVER known. Salu. I AM Christ Michael of Nebadon.

Love and Light,
Johan
ps. And my heart is anxiously racing and pounding as I finish this message.
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[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
© Copyright by AbundantHope.net all rights reserved
Quoting: tava6655 1511728

Awesome!!! I am ready!!
Quoting: IS-BE

if i have to put up with another reset, i won't remember... lol.
but seriously, tonight, that's far out, no wonder the beer is not doing anything, has no purpose
anymore i suppose...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8040947
United States
12/31/2011 10:59 PM
what, everyone sleepy time now?
ok then, i love you, have a good night all.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
12/31/2011 11:09 PM
Much love to everyone, it has been an honor.

See you soon............
Blue Topaz
User ID: 1480245
United States
12/31/2011 11:22 PM
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Hi Candace,
We have emailed each other in the past and I had followed all the data since you started it years
back. Haven't been on GLP in many months and just saw your thread.
I never thought I would be saying this, but I am hardpressed to believe all I read or hear at the
100% level. Obviously Faith and inner voice play a huge part, which I have and gladly use as my
discernment. However, things changed midpoint when I felt the Celestial group had changing
"voices" on paper. Maybe I am not saying that right. Maybe it was just You, going through trials
and since we are only filters and human, the voice can be altered. I know clearly of your physical
duress all those years. I think when I dropped out was during one of your worst times. I want to be
fully honest with you, I know you believe this information fully. I honor that. We each need to
honor each others beliefs as beautiful where they are in their soul growth.
In the last years I studied Ashayana's material. She claims to data stream info from as high as the
5th density which equates to the 12th dimension. What drew me in was information other than just
Urantia. It gave data I could clearly understand logistically. I believed it as fully as you believe in
CM. Then her physical and emotional stresses from being up all night receiving, wore at her.
Whether you data stream or channel or have implants to code, there is always the human
element. WE are not flawless. When we deal with the spiritual it becomes a chore to know and
feel and visualize what is right and true. But as a leader, not a follower I worked hard at
discernment. I think my conclusion was each of you have a large piece of truth and each of you
have stresses that may lead to altering views of what is real.
I have also come to learn of the fallen and how fallen energy plays into the hands of each one of
us, including those with much protection and assignments. How do we REALLY KNOW? How do
we really know that from our perspective, the fallen takes on the guise of the Beloved? I have
learned as many have, that we are living in the hell that was created by the Fallen. I will not go
into the long history of that, but us angels here to anchor light are always in discernment!
What may be interesting is learning how you are so sure what info you receive is pure? I am not in
battle with you, just eager to know as so many are, how that solidarity of data through the
channels can be 100% sure. I consider myself very in tune with my own team of guardians, yet
there is always the pulling back from them to make sure I am in touch with my own higher self. I
guess that is the bottom line. We can only trust that. And even that, we view through filters,
emotions, physical distresses, distortions, trickster feelings. Its all we can do to be clear; to go into
that space of hearing only our inner voice.
Urantia was a book, written in secrecy and extremely complex and obviously anything that
complex we are in awe of even if we cannot understand it. My husband read it cover to cover
three times in his life. I read portions of what I could handle. Yet, there were tons of questions. It is
not the manual of all dimensions of the Universe or life.
I have to ask, and please answer truthfully as you can, how do we ever really know who is what
they say they are, because even the celestial fallen have the same knowledge and gifts . . .only
they have fallen from Source to an egoic place of greed and control. They became limited and
finite. So how do we know of those who portray of the light, as they still have that gift of light - they
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do not walk around in shrouds. Their hope is to continually dupe us.
I believe in messengers and protectors but they must come from distant safe harbors to help us in
such a hostile and imprisoned world.
I would love to think a stasis can occur to rearrange this world. It sounds of course like a rescue
mission. But what fallen controlling element would allow that? Why would there not be a prime
directive to not interfere with billions of years of control? Why now? And why would every soul be
put to sleep or in a suspended state when it is US that is managing the light anchor?
I guess, Candace, my biggest question is, why would I give control of my being to anyone else,
good or fallen, when I am sovereign?
I wish you no harm.

In peace,
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7953408
Australia
12/31/2011 11:25 PM
Just about January 1st everywhere in the world and NO STASIS! Can't say I'm disappointed as
like most people I've always been skeptical and cautious about the 'messages' people receive
from 'ETs'.
Mia41
User ID: 2704006
United States
12/31/2011 11:27 PM

Just about January 1st everywhere in the world and NO STASIS! Can't say I'm disappointed as
like most people I've always been skeptical and cautious about the 'messages' people receive
from 'ETs'.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7953408

Its not January 1 here yet..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8047973
United States
01/01/2012 02:14 AM
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einsteinsfly
User ID: 7654320
United States
01/01/2012 02:27 AM

Just about January 1st everywhere in the world and NO STASIS! Can't say I'm disappointed as
like most people I've always been skeptical and cautious about the 'messages' people receive
from 'ETs'.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7953408
shhh....you have to go to sleep....
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1539229
Sweden
01/01/2012 04:01 AM
Disappointed... 1st january here also...
therealdeal
User ID: 8050934
01/01/2012 04:03 AM
tell your fake christ i want a ride on that craft of his.. im in melbourne australia.. if hes gonna go
around using my status to deceive id like him to at least answer directly to me.. can you organize
that for me nip? seriously tell that fake christ i want a ride and meeting on board his ship tonight..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7730290
Norway
01/01/2012 04:51 AM
Disappointed... 1st january here also...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1539229

I'm exited.. but hey, I'm norsk
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1539229
Sweden
01/01/2012 05:50 AM
Disappointed... 1st january here also...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1539229

I'm exited.. but hey, I'm norsk
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7730290
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Herlig!
I really hope stasis will be within a few days...
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
01/01/2012 10:48 AM

Just about January 1st everywhere in the world and NO STASIS! Can't say I'm disappointed as
like most people I've always been skeptical and cautious about the 'messages' people receive
from 'ETs'.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7953408

I will let Candace speak for herself, but I do not believe she ever said that January 1st was a
concrete deadline, just a possibility. I think if you go back and read the last 5 pages or so you will
get a clearer picture.
ETINI
User ID: 1418925
Haiti
01/01/2012 11:09 AM
Who are we to judge. I'm just waiting for I don't know when the time will be right for us to meet
PAPA. Not in the actual state in which countries evolve: war, corruption, sex abuse, drugs, lies,
crimes, ... complete absence of love, light and spiritual education.
Normally, fruits have to be picked once they're ok to be grasped. We HUMAN are not ready yet.
We are a shame to the multiverse and we only have one last chance left. So what are we gonna
do? what is the next step? Are we going to war against corruption, drug and drugdealers, war,
pedophilia, crime of any kind, money laundering,bad behaviour, lies, ... list is too long to be
reported here, but we know them all.
The biggest mistake we ever did is that we want GOD to do everything for us and in our place. we
do want him to cover our "betises" and we like this animal state so much that we kill our brother to
keep it intact. We're so afraid of LIGHT, we're so afraid of LOVE and most of all we do not want to
turn our back on those things.
We are slaves to us and we are the worst masters that we ever have. Let then just free ourselves
from "servitude', slavery and MEET GOD HALFWAY. That's the only thing He ever asks us:
MEET HIM HALFWAY.
So are we gonna lie to us till the end, or are we going to raise our SOUL to HIS BREATH and
HUG LOVE to the fullest. Today January 1st of 2012, we are being tagged with God's Love and
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He, only, knows when and what's good for us. I am unconditionnally in LOVE with HIM that I gave
my eternity to serve him. He is my reason of living and nothing can change that. This is the reason
why when i'm stuck somewhere i ask myself: WHAT WOULD PAPA DO IF IT WAS HIM IN THE
FLESH. And indeed HE is in the flesh. I was and still am AKHENATON . The PERFECT IMAGE of
ATON. I don't care what you all think since you have limited yourself to that plane, but I am from
everywhere and will stay here un til the moment is right, until He DECIDES otherly.
Now People, saying that you are disappointed has no meaning since you cannot handle GOD.
Your ego can mislead you so much that you become more lost that you are already. Life is what it
is: Simplicity, APPRECIATION and you do not have any. That is the secret we held in EGYPT
under my reign. And today we haven't change a hair and are becoming more bestial as day
passes. Once again,WE ARE, THE HUMAN RACE, CAUGHT IN THE ANIMAL CAGE THAT IS
OUR SENSES, THE SHAMEOF THE MULTIVERSE BUT YET THEY our elder brothers in Light
offer us compassion to lead us on the way.
We do not know yet how to appreciate this kindly helping hand, this so bright smile that is that
LOVE sent to us. We go on killing and all for we do not want to learn. This time, we will learn or
we will be taught by Mother NATURE.
May Love be your compass during that first day of the year of the end of all default. May you be
found worthy of GOD's LOVE.
I am that I am.
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/01/2012 11:19 AM

We HUMAN are not ready yet.
Quoting: ETINI 1418925
Actually, I think "WE HUMANS" are ready........but there are a lot of people out there who are
"sub-human"!(not human), who will NEVER be ready :(
But I know what you are trying to say.......:)
eTINI
User ID: 1418925
Haiti
01/01/2012 11:32 AM
you think so? Hum, if we humans were ready that would be long ago the we would leave the
animal reign to become HIGHER UNIVERSAL MAN. I do think that we lack discernment and that
our senses are to be kept on a low profile state in order for our soul to raise and become its
ESSENCE
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tava6655
User ID: 1511728
United States
01/01/2012 11:34 AM
My Brethren, yes it is 1/1/2012, but the day is not over yet and Stasis is in process. Remember
that our expectations and perceptions only lead to disappointment as we are not seeing the whole
picture and don't know the complexities involved to bring everything to a sync for the best possible
outcome. Be patient as everything is in place. Like the "Thief in the night" it will come. So it will.
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/01/2012 11:43 AM

you think so? Hum, if we humans were ready that would be long ago the we would leave the
animal reign to become HIGHER UNIVERSAL MAN. I do think that we lack discernment and
that our senses are to be kept on a low profile state in order for our soul to raise and become its
ESSENCE
Quoting: eTINI 1418925
Do YOU "lack discernment"? Cause I know I DON'T! :)
ETINI
User ID: 1418925
Haiti
01/01/2012 11:48 AM
I don't know everything and most of all, things are not easy to comprehend on that plane. I never
take anything personally not to alter my judgment i mean my discernment. Promises have been
told and they will be kept want it or not, today or tomorrow, what the difference. Time nor distance
don't exist. Only Energy matters through its multitude of frequencies.
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/01/2012 11:55 AM

I don't know everything......
Quoting: ETINI 1418925
I understand.......but having "discernment" doesn't mean that you need to know everything: It
simply means that you can use logic and awareness, to correctly make decisions based on a
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portion of the evidence! :)
Last Edited by ObeWayneKenobe on 01/01/2012 12:02 PM
ETINI
User ID: 1418925
Haiti
01/01/2012 12:06 PM
I meant don't have the "science infuse " if you speak or understand french. having discernment is
logic indeed but depending on your vantage point. Realities entangle through dimensions and i
don't live in only one for the second i live on that plane has an image on others and that too is
important for me. Love is my only reality and even so i don't completely understand it to say i
know it. Strange isn't it?
Life is complex my man and so simple at the same time. Vantage Point, that's all. Knowledge
differs from density and dimension from others according to human vue or vantage point. This is
why a lamp base is always dark, i mean lack clarity or simply light..
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/01/2012 12:11 PM

Love is my only reality and even so i don't completely understand it to say i know it. Strange isn't
it?
Quoting: ETINI 1418925
Mine too! :)
.......And yet, Love tells you that eventually, if you stick with Love, you will have ALL the answers,
doesn't it?
ETINI
User ID: 1418925
Haiti
01/01/2012 12:23 PM
capisce. You are right. but stick to it is the biggest quest ever. Glad if you can do it on a second
basis according to our comprehension of what here we call time.
Love has no physical image nor a proper sound or color. It IS just and that's it. So is the
multiverse changing according to our readiness.
This stasis matters a lot for our earth and i lived it to the fullest, consciously back in 1992. At that
time I didn't fully understand why it was necessary. Today 20 years later we haven't grew a "poil"
and it is still a shame for we stop cosmic evolution for our system in the local system of
Norlatiadek. I am a man who have Haitians as friends and those people are amazing. Their
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knowledge is kept secret and only accessible to a few. They do amazing thing and yet they don't
develop their countries. Once one replied that they know in their very mind heart that everything is
going to rubble and only ashes will prevail. What they are constructed is on Sirius where they
come from. Amazing isn't it?
Stasis is a thing they do for medical purpose on an individual basis, but only for unknown reasons
for me. Trip to the unknown via a " bichet" some handmade plate through power words defies the
sense and yet i don't understand the principles.
life is complex and again very simple. Hum!!!! alot to learn before the great shift?
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/01/2012 12:30 PM

This stasis matters a lot for our earth and i lived it to the fullest, consciously back in 1992. At that
time I didn't fully understand why it was necessary. Today 20 years later we haven't grew a "poil"
and it is still a shame for we stop cosmic evolution for our system in the local system of
Norlatiadek. I am a man who have Haitians as friends and those people are amazing. Their
knowledge is kept secret and only accessible to a few. They do amazing thing and yet they don't
develop their countries. Once one replied that they know in their very mind heart that everything is
going to rubble and only ashes will prevail. What they are constructed is on Sirius where they
come from. Amazing isn't it?
Quoting: ETINI 1418925
Amazing indeed! Thank you for sharing......:)
ETINI
User ID: 1418925
Haiti
01/01/2012 12:38 PM
Can you now sincerely say or pretend that humankind has learned a thing that can catapult his
soul to a new dimension? Can we be that ready as we would like to be just in four months or so?
Are we really HU - MAN?
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/01/2012 12:51 PM
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Can you now sincerely say or pretend that humankind has learned a thing that can catapult his
soul to a new dimension? Can we be that ready as we would like to be just in four months or so?
Are we really HU - MAN?
Quoting: ETINI 1418925
Well YES; some are ready for advancement!
But basically, nobody gets "catapulted" into a Higher state of being: We grow into that condition, a
little at a time, ever so gently.....imho!
Last Edited by ObeWayneKenobe on 01/01/2012 12:52 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 02:38 PM

Can you now sincerely say or pretend that humankind has learned a thing that can catapult his
soul to a new dimension? Can we be that ready as we would like to be just in four months or so?
Are we really HU - MAN?
Quoting: ETINI 1418925
Well YES; some are ready for advancement!
But basically, nobody gets "catapulted" into a Higher state of being: We grow into that condition, a
little at a time, ever so gently.....imho!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

TRUE
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 02:42 PM
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Just about January 1st everywhere in the world and NO STASIS! Can't say I'm disappointed as
like most people I've always been skeptical and cautious about the 'messages' people receive
from 'ETs'.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7953408

I will let Candace speak for herself, but I do not believe she ever said that January 1st was a
concrete deadline, just a possibility. I think if you go back and read the last 5 pages or so you will
get a clearer picture.
Quoting: TheOracle

I have never said that. Kibo and others did, but I have always known that things must happen
before anything. The target date by CM was the 28th. Things were not finished. I find it
appropriate, because a bunch of folks are going to lifted to CRAFT just before or AS stasis starts
and a lot of them are drunk or getting over hangovers which is NOT a good time to lift. I have no
problem with letting people have both Christmas, and other stuff this time or year, nor do I have a
problem with letting the whole globe celebrate its normal new year.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 02:56 PM

HERE IS AN EXCERT FROM KIBO'S PIECE IN LATE NOVEMBER, WHICH I PUBLISHED ON
DECEMBER 5. THAT MEANS THESE ONES WILL BE LIFTED TO CRAFT BEFORE OR VERY
EARLY INTO STASIS. THOSE NOT BEING LIFTED TO CRAFT WILL REMAIN IN STASIS FOR
DISTANT PROCESSING. Right now a whole bunch who will be transported to craft in an awake
state are rather drunk or seriously hungover. When one is drunk, dark entities can enter thru a
portal on the back of the neck, which is why so many drunk folks change personality. We don't
need the little "hitchikers" aboard when the owner is rather out of it.

WE can assure you all that the whole operation is commencing and has been ongoing since you
first were told of it. Stasis will be implemented as soon as the Agarthans are squared away and
we will be removing every human being and VIABLE robotoid that has earned the right, from the
surface of Gaia and transporting them to our ships that are best suited for maintaining such a
large population.
WE will not be concerned for those that will remain on planet for the duration. The decision to
keep them in stasis is rightfully considered as the compassionate action to take.
[link to abundanthope.net]
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and that said they have been steadily removing folks in quiet areas of the world.
hellohello
User ID: 7911817
United States
01/01/2012 03:06 PM
HERE IS AN EXCERT FROM KIBO'S PIECE IN LATE NOVEMBER, WHICH I PUBLISHED ON
DECEMBER 5. THAT MEANS THESE ONES WILL BE LIFTED TO CRAFT BEFORE OR VERY
EARLY INTO STASIS. THOSE NOT BEING LIFTED TO CRAFT WILL REMAIN IN STASIS FOR
DISTANT PROCESSING. Right now a whole bunch who will be transported to craft in an awake
state are rather drunk or seriously hungover. When one is drunk, dark entities can enter thru a
portal on the back of the neck, which is why so many drunk folks change personality. We don't
need the little "hitchikers" aboard when the owner is rather out of it.

WE can assure you all that the whole operation is commencing and has been ongoing since you
first were told of it. Stasis will be implemented as soon as the Agarthans are squared away and
we will be removing every human being and VIABLE robotoid that has earned the right, from the
surface of Gaia and transporting them to our ships that are best suited for maintaining such a
large population.
WE will not be concerned for those that will remain on planet for the duration. The decision to
keep them in stasis is rightfully considered as the compassionate action to take.
[link to abundanthope.net]
and that said they have been steadily removing folks in quiet areas of the world.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Who are those need to be on board first? The light ones or the dark ones? Cannot imagine the
ones who always do meditation can be so drunk.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 03:09 PM

HERE IS AN EXCERT FROM KIBO'S PIECE IN LATE NOVEMBER, WHICH I PUBLISHED ON
DECEMBER 5. THAT MEANS THESE ONES WILL BE LIFTED TO CRAFT BEFORE OR VERY
EARLY INTO STASIS. THOSE NOT BEING LIFTED TO CRAFT WILL REMAIN IN STASIS FOR
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DISTANT PROCESSING. Right now a whole bunch who will be transported to craft in an awake
state are rather drunk or seriously hungover. When one is drunk, dark entities can enter thru a
portal on the back of the neck, which is why so many drunk folks change personality. We don't
need the little "hitchikers" aboard when the owner is rather out of it.

WE can assure you all that the whole operation is commencing and has been ongoing since you
first were told of it. Stasis will be implemented as soon as the Agarthans are squared away and
we will be removing every human being and VIABLE robotoid that has earned the right, from the
surface of Gaia and transporting them to our ships that are best suited for maintaining such a
large population.
WE will not be concerned for those that will remain on planet for the duration. The decision to
keep them in stasis is rightfully considered as the compassionate action to take.
[link to abundanthope.net]
and that said they have been steadily removing folks in quiet areas of the world.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Who are those need to be on board first? The light ones or the dark ones? Cannot imagine the
ones who always do meditation can be so drunk.
Quoting: hellohello 7911817

the dark ones are not going to be boarded at this time. They remain in stasis on the planet until
they can be processes later. That IS stated above. Those being removed to craft have earned the
right. And there are a lot of ones who have earned the right that are drunk and hungover today.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1539229
Sweden
01/01/2012 03:50 PM
HERE IS AN EXCERT FROM KIBO'S PIECE IN LATE NOVEMBER, WHICH I PUBLISHED ON
DECEMBER 5. THAT MEANS THESE ONES WILL BE LIFTED TO CRAFT BEFORE OR VERY
EARLY INTO STASIS. THOSE NOT BEING LIFTED TO CRAFT WILL REMAIN IN STASIS FOR
DISTANT PROCESSING. Right now a whole bunch who will be transported to craft in an awake
state are rather drunk or seriously hungover. When one is drunk, dark entities can enter thru a
portal on the back of the neck, which is why so many drunk folks change personality. We don't
need the little "hitchikers" aboard when the owner is rather out of it.

WE can assure you all that the whole operation is commencing and has been ongoing since you
first were told of it. Stasis will be implemented as soon as the Agarthans are squared away and
we will be removing every human being and VIABLE robotoid that has earned the right, from the
surface of Gaia and transporting them to our ships that are best suited for maintaining such a
large population.
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WE will not be concerned for those that will remain on planet for the duration. The decision to
keep them in stasis is rightfully considered as the compassionate action to take.
[link to abundanthope.net]
and that said they have been steadily removing folks in quiet areas of the world.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Who are those need to be on board first? The light ones or the dark ones? Cannot imagine the
ones who always do meditation can be so drunk.
Quoting: hellohello 7911817

the dark ones are not going to be boarded at this time. They remain in stasis on the planet until
they can be processes later. That IS stated above. Those being removed to craft have earned the
right. And there are a lot of ones who have earned the right that are drunk and hungover today.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks for all your work Candace! You always get me excited and in a good mood.
Much love from Sweden!
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
01/01/2012 04:10 PM
HERE IS AN EXCERT FROM KIBO'S PIECE IN LATE NOVEMBER, WHICH I PUBLISHED ON
DECEMBER 5. THAT MEANS THESE ONES WILL BE LIFTED TO CRAFT BEFORE OR VERY
EARLY INTO STASIS. THOSE NOT BEING LIFTED TO CRAFT WILL REMAIN IN STASIS FOR
DISTANT PROCESSING. Right now a whole bunch who will be transported to craft in an
awake state are rather drunk or seriously hungover. When one is drunk, dark entities can
enter thru a portal on the back of the neck, which is why so many drunk folks change personality.
We don't need the little "hitchikers" aboard when the owner is rather out of it.

WE can assure you all that the whole operation is commencing and has been ongoing since you
first were told of it. Stasis will be implemented as soon as the Agarthans are squared away and
we will be removing every human being and VIABLE robotoid that has earned the right, from the
surface of Gaia and transporting them to our ships that are best suited for maintaining such a
large population.
WE will not be concerned for those that will remain on planet for the duration. The decision to
keep them in stasis is rightfully considered as the compassionate action to take.
[link to abundanthope.net]
and that said they have been steadily removing folks in quiet areas of the world.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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We were just talking about this. How during these holidays, many people partake of alcohol who
don't normally do so during the rest of the year.
It is very easy for these ones to "over do" it..........
VERY loving to initiate stasis after the holiday. Since the dark didn't try and start WWIII, let it go a
bit longer.

tava6655
User ID: 1511728
United States
01/01/2012 04:30 PM
Just about January 1st everywhere in the world and NO STASIS! Can't say I'm disappointed as
like most people I've always been skeptical and cautious about the 'messages' people receive
from 'ETs'.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7953408

I will let Candace speak for herself, but I do not believe she ever said that January 1st was a
concrete deadline, just a possibility. I think if you go back and read the last 5 pages or so you will
get a clearer picture.
Quoting: TheOracle

I have never said that. Kibo and others did, but I have always known that things must happen
before anything. The target date by CM was the 28th. Things were not finished. I find it
appropriate, because a bunch of folks are going to lifted to CRAFT just before or AS stasis starts
and a lot of them are drunk or getting over hangovers which is NOT a good time to lift. I have no
problem with letting people have both Christmas, and other stuff this time or year, nor do I have a
problem with letting the whole globe celebrate its normal new year.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I agree, I don't have a problem with having let people celebrate the last Christmas/New Year
either. I think it was a good thing to let people have their last celebration. It does makes sense to
start stasis or the lift to craft after such celebration due to people being either drunk or hangover
from such. It is better to do it when is most beneficial. It would be unwise to bring people drunk on
board.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4128610
Norway
01/01/2012 04:56 PM
Tsk! Too, too bad that Christ had no knowledge that people drink at new year. (Though not all, of
course. I don't drink). Caused a bit of delay, huh? Make sure you warn them that some people
might not have cleaned their teeth, too - wouldn't want another delay, would we?
Standing by excitedly for stasis!!
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7730290
Norway
01/01/2012 05:51 PM
Alchohol, that's one thing I will not be missing. The devil's mouthwash.
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/01/2012 05:59 PM

All I can tell you is that I did not get drunk...had two glasses of red wine, probably the last on this
earth's plane, but am in total agreement that stasis is better started after the recuperation of those
who did over do it. I just went thru some really weird symptoms myself a little bit ago and had I
had a hangover on top of it, think it might have driven me over the edge! Stasis is on the way. Let
patience have the perfect work in you that it desires to have.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 06:22 PM

Tsk! Too, too bad that Christ had no knowledge that people drink at new year. (Though not all, of
course. I don't drink). Caused a bit of delay, huh? Make sure you warn them that some people
might not have cleaned their teeth, too - wouldn't want another delay, would we?
Standing by excitedly for stasis!!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4128610

well I imagine he did. the information given is that the button is pushed. Not how long it takes to
manifest. If the partying is a concern, the date the button was pushed considered that.
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
01/01/2012 06:58 PM
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Candace.
I read the green pinned thread to page two and it made me more nauseated than I already was.
Keep your chin up Candace. These are the people who were given a chance to own up and they
never did. If they don't believe, they could choose to just ignore rather than ridicule. That to me
means they are nervous about their decisions. I know you don't need the Karma but I'm going
to give you some because you deserve it!. Edited to tell you I couldn't give you any Karma
because I already did so. Hope you know I wanted to do that.
I'd like to tell you how I feel today and a few other things:
1. I am nauseaus beyond reason...not the flu or viral
2. I have been so depleted since Christmas (MS) and my neurologist decided I needed a boost
since my eyes are a mess - blurry and headache in my eyes - and I am in total exhaustion. I just
had the third of three IV steroid treatments at 1000 mg each day. I don't feel a thing...Imagine
having 3000 mg of steroids over three days and not even feeling a blink of energy. Something is
very odd about this.
3. My four year old daughter is considered to have Asberger's to the human world. To me she is a
star child. She has an IQ of 140 and sensory deficit disorder that is out of this world. For two days
she has spent a large majority of her day extremely upset. She is also nauseaus but no vomiting.
She has been sitting in her room for up to 20 minutes at a time, attempting to see her angels and
fairies. She has done this multiple times since last evening. I did not teach her this and she has
never done this before. She keeps coming to me and asking me to help her. Evidently she has
always been able to see something and whatever she was seeing is gone suddenly and she is
freaking out about it. I hope I explained that ok, as it is very odd. We always talk about these
things but she never told me she saw anything...I guess she always did and it was normal to her.
She is so anxious I don't know what to do to help her to calm down.
4. The weather around here (southeastern PA) is unseasonably warm...50 degrees and a light
rain with odd clouds. When the clouds were forming I swore I say rainbow clouds. My electric
keeps dropping way down but doesn't go off. There is no wind or lightning. Just a mild rain.
5. Everything feels way off...very odd. I can't find any words to explain it. I don't feel afraid or
aprehensive but feel a bit aggitated..probably the steroids. Go figure, they haven't helped in any
other way.
Last Edited by TheOracle on 01/01/2012 07:00 PM
einsteinsfly
User ID: 7654320
United States
01/01/2012 07:05 PM
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Candace.
I read the green pinned thread to page two and it made me more nauseated than I already was.
Keep your chin up Candace. These are the people who were given a chance to own up and they
never did. If they don't believe, they could choose to just ignore rather than ridicule. That to me
means they are nervous about their decisions. I know you don't need the Karma but I'm going
to give you some because you deserve it!. Edited to tell you I couldn't give you any Karma
because I already did so. Hope you know I wanted to do that.
I'd like to tell you how I feel today and a few other things:
1. I am nauseaus beyond reason...not the flu or viral
2. I have been so depleted since Christmas (MS) and my neurologist decided I needed a boost
since my eyes are a mess - blurry and headache in my eyes - and I am in total exhaustion. I just
had the third of three IV steroid treatments at 1000 mg each day. I don't feel a thing...Imagine
having 3000 mg of steroids over three days and not even feeling a blink of energy. Something is
very odd about this.
3. My four year old daughter is considered to have Asberger's to the human world. To me she is a
star child. She has an IQ of 140 and sensory deficit disorder that is out of this world. For two days
she has spent a large majority of her day extremely upset. She is also nauseaus but no vomiting.
She has been sitting in her room for up to 20 minutes at a time, attempting to see her angels and
fairies. She has done this multiple times since last evening. I did not teach her this and she has
never done this before. She keeps coming to me and asking me to help her. Evidently she has
always been able to see something and whatever she was seeing is gone suddenly and she is
freaking out about it. I hope I explained that ok, as it is very odd. We always talk about these
things but she never told me she saw anything...I guess she always did and it was normal to her.
She is so anxious I don't know what to do to help her to calm down.
4. The weather around here (southeastern PA) is unseasonably warm...50 degrees and a light
rain with odd clouds. When the clouds were forming I swore I say rainbow clouds. My electric
keeps dropping way down but doesn't go off. There is no wind or lightning. Just a mild rain.
5. Everything feels way off...very odd. I can't find any words to explain it. I don't feel afraid or
aprehensive but feel a bit aggitated..probably the steroids. Go figure, they haven't helped in any
other way.
Quoting: TheOracle
Weird, I just wrote something similar on my thread about my heightened senses. Nothing
smells/tastes right for the last 3 days.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8080454
Brazil
01/01/2012 07:12 PM
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Candace.

I'd like to tell you how I feel today and a few other things:

3. My four year old daughter is considered to have Asberger's to the human world. To me she is a
star child. She has an IQ of 140 and sensory deficit disorder that is out of this world. For two days
she has spent a large majority of her day extremely upset. She is also nauseaus but no vomiting.
She has been sitting in her room for up to 20 minutes at a time, attempting to see her angels and
fairies. She has done this multiple times since last evening. I did not teach her this and she has
never done this before. She keeps coming to me and asking me to help her. Evidently she has
always been able to see something and whatever she was seeing is gone suddenly and she is
freaking out about it. I hope I explained that ok, as it is very odd. We always talk about these
things but she never told me she saw anything...I guess she always did and it was normal to her.
She is so anxious I don't know what to do to help her to calm down.
Quoting: TheOracle

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8080454
Brazil
01/01/2012 07:17 PM
where´s the other thread?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 07:18 PM

Maybe try some massage on her, reiki type where you draw energy thru you to her? Works really
nice on my hyperexcitable grand daughter.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
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United States
01/01/2012 07:19 PM

where´s the other thread?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8080454

the pinned one confronting me.
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
01/01/2012 07:19 PM

Candace.
I read the green pinned thread to page two and it made me more nauseated than I already was.
Keep your chin up Candace. These are the people who were given a chance to own up and they
never did. If they don't believe, they could choose to just ignore rather than ridicule. That to me
means they are nervous about their decisions. I know you don't need the Karma but I'm going
to give you some because you deserve it!. Edited to tell you I couldn't give you any Karma
because I already did so. Hope you know I wanted to do that.
I'd like to tell you how I feel today and a few other things:
1. I am nauseaus beyond reason...not the flu or viral
2. I have been so depleted since Christmas (MS) and my neurologist decided I needed a boost
since my eyes are a mess - blurry and headache in my eyes - and I am in total exhaustion. I just
had the third of three IV steroid treatments at 1000 mg each day. I don't feel a thing...Imagine
having 3000 mg of steroids over three days and not even feeling a blink of energy. Something is
very odd about this.
3. My four year old daughter is considered to have Asberger's to the human world. To me she is a
star child. She has an IQ of 140 and sensory deficit disorder that is out of this world. For two days
she has spent a large majority of her day extremely upset. She is also nauseaus but no vomiting.
She has been sitting in her room for up to 20 minutes at a time, attempting to see her angels and
fairies. She has done this multiple times since last evening. I did not teach her this and she has
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never done this before. She keeps coming to me and asking me to help her. Evidently she has
always been able to see something and whatever she was seeing is gone suddenly and she is
freaking out about it. I hope I explained that ok, as it is very odd. We always talk about these
things but she never told me she saw anything...I guess she always did and it was normal to her.
She is so anxious I don't know what to do to help her to calm down.
4. The weather around here (southeastern PA) is unseasonably warm...50 degrees and a light
rain with odd clouds. When the clouds were forming I swore I say rainbow clouds. My electric
keeps dropping way down but doesn't go off. There is no wind or lightning. Just a mild rain.
5. Everything feels way off...very odd. I can't find any words to explain it. I don't feel afraid or
aprehensive but feel a bit aggitated..probably the steroids. Go figure, they haven't helped in any
other way.
Quoting: TheOracle
Weird, I just wrote something similar on my thread about my heightened senses. Nothing
smells/tastes right for the last 3 days.
Quoting: einsteinsfly
I read your post. In fact it inspired me to write about how I feel. I wish more people would do so
also.
How odd that I would have a warped sense of taste-smell senses possibly from steroids but the
same three days as you. My little one is probably have similar issues but worse as she has these
problems all the time.
Thanks for helping me in feeling I'm not going crazy. I'm pumped full of steroids and can't stay
awake. This is weird. Visiting nurse wanted to know if I needed something to sleep and I couldn't
stop laughing. I'm supposed to be having insomnia...LOL. I had a IV catheter for three days and
couldn't stand it. I'm so glad it's out of my arm. These things never bothered me before now.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8080454
Brazil
01/01/2012 07:21 PM
where´s the other thread?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8080454

the pinned one confronting me.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

yes,it´s gone?
* Dawn *
User ID: 1135974
United States
01/01/2012 07:21 PM
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Candace,
If I am taken aboard, will I get my own room and can I get to work right away??
I don't want to hear that my soul will be dumped in a pile in some mothership's basement for
processing in due course.
Do you know what's up??
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 07:23 PM

where´s the other thread?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8080454

the pinned one confronting me.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

yes,it´s gone?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8080454

Yes, thank GOD. I went to find it, not in pins, so I searched,, didn't show, so I went to skype where
I had given link to Johan and others for the link and its been removed.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 07:25 PM
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Candace,
If I am taken aboard, will I get my own room and can I get to work right away??
I don't want to hear that my soul will be dumped in a pile in some mothership's basement for
processing in due course.
Do you know what's up??
Quoting: * Dawn *

I think that is YOUR question to answer! You know you. The ones that might be in a mother ships
basement, would be for example those going to the mansion worlds for the first time, there is a
space problem right now on the first one, so these ones will wait, but they will not be aware. I don't
know everyones plans and I don't like "reading" people.
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
01/01/2012 07:28 PM

Maybe try some massage on her, reiki type where you draw energy thru you to her? Works really
nice on my hyperexcitable grand daughter.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
I did that last night and it did help so I will do some more. I'm not thinking real clearly right now, so
I appreciate the reminder. She just had a major release between my posts and is calming down
considerably now. Daddy is building her a secret passageway between her bedroom and a closet
she uses for dress up. It seemed to calm her down when she realized what was happening as if
she was looking for an escape route. She put on her favorite nightie and is primping herself like
she is getting ready to go somewhere. None of this is her normal style. I'll do some reiki
regardless to keep her settled.
She talked in her sleep a lot of the night last night. She never did that before. Wonder who she is
talking to?
Are you feeling any better Candace?
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The call out thread....I think these things are part of what is expected. The energies of denial
coming to a head before things can be completed. I have a distinct feeling that fence sitters are
being energetically assisted right now and they are extemely combative. There is no time frame
for this, but it's part of the process. Do you have any understanding about this you can share?
* Dawn *
User ID: 1135974
United States
01/01/2012 07:29 PM

I don't know everyones plans and I don't like "reading" people.
***
Oh, please please please please please.!!!!
LOL!
einsteinsfly
User ID: 7654320
United States
01/01/2012 07:35 PM

Candace.
I read the green pinned thread to page two and it made me more nauseated than I already was.
Keep your chin up Candace. These are the people who were given a chance to own up and they
never did. If they don't believe, they could choose to just ignore rather than ridicule. That to me
means they are nervous about their decisions. I know you don't need the Karma but I'm going
to give you some because you deserve it!. Edited to tell you I couldn't give you any Karma
because I already did so. Hope you know I wanted to do that.
I'd like to tell you how I feel today and a few other things:
1. I am nauseaus beyond reason...not the flu or viral
2. I have been so depleted since Christmas (MS) and my neurologist decided I needed a boost
since my eyes are a mess - blurry and headache in my eyes - and I am in total exhaustion. I just
had the third of three IV steroid treatments at 1000 mg each day. I don't feel a thing...Imagine
having 3000 mg of steroids over three days and not even feeling a blink of energy. Something is
very odd about this.
3. My four year old daughter is considered to have Asberger's to the human world. To me she is a
star child. She has an IQ of 140 and sensory deficit disorder that is out of this world. For two days
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she has spent a large majority of her day extremely upset. She is also nauseaus but no vomiting.
She has been sitting in her room for up to 20 minutes at a time, attempting to see her angels and
fairies. She has done this multiple times since last evening. I did not teach her this and she has
never done this before. She keeps coming to me and asking me to help her. Evidently she has
always been able to see something and whatever she was seeing is gone suddenly and she is
freaking out about it. I hope I explained that ok, as it is very odd. We always talk about these
things but she never told me she saw anything...I guess she always did and it was normal to her.
She is so anxious I don't know what to do to help her to calm down.
4. The weather around here (southeastern PA) is unseasonably warm...50 degrees and a light
rain with odd clouds. When the clouds were forming I swore I say rainbow clouds. My electric
keeps dropping way down but doesn't go off. There is no wind or lightning. Just a mild rain.
5. Everything feels way off...very odd. I can't find any words to explain it. I don't feel afraid or
aprehensive but feel a bit aggitated..probably the steroids. Go figure, they haven't helped in any
other way.
Quoting: TheOracle
Weird, I just wrote something similar on my thread about my heightened senses. Nothing
smells/tastes right for the last 3 days.
Quoting: einsteinsfly
I read your post. In fact it inspired me to write about how I feel. I wish more people would do so
also.
How odd that I would have a warped sense of taste-smell senses possibly from steroids but the
same three days as you. My little one is probably have similar issues but worse as she has these
problems all the time.
Thanks for helping me in feeling I'm not going crazy. I'm pumped full of steroids and can't stay
awake. This is weird. Visiting nurse wanted to know if I needed something to sleep and I couldn't
stop laughing. I'm supposed to be having insomnia...LOL. I had a IV catheter for three days and
couldn't stand it. I'm so glad it's out of my arm. These things never bothered me before now.
[/quote
I'm glad it helped! I'm not on steroids but having similar symptoms. Very "sleepy" unlike tired, I can
barely keep my eyes open. I am not nauseous however. I wish more would open up too!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 07:36 PM
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Maybe try some massage on her, reiki type where you draw energy thru you to her? Works really
nice on my hyperexcitable grand daughter.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
I did that last night and it did help so I will do some more. I'm not thinking real clearly right now, so
I appreciate the reminder. She just had a major release between my posts and is calming down
considerably now. Daddy is building her a secret passageway between her bedroom and a closet
she uses for dress up. It seemed to calm her down when she realized what was happening as if
she was looking for an escape route. She put on her favorite nightie and is primping herself like
she is getting ready to go somewhere. None of this is her normal style. I'll do some reiki
regardless to keep her settled.
She talked in her sleep a lot of the night last night. She never did that before. Wonder who she is
talking to?
Are you feeling any better Candace?
The call out thread....I think these things are part of what is expected. The energies of denial
coming to a head before things can be completed. I have a distinct feeling that fence sitters are
being energetically assisted right now and they are extemely combative. There is no time frame
for this, but it's part of the process. Do you have any understanding about this you can share?
Quoting: TheOracle

I did not mind the call out thread actually. It was interesting, but I surely get tired of the ones that
invent the lies, like scrump claiming I have all these sock puppet accounts and he tried to call me
out when JOHAN posted, as being one of my other accounts, and seemed to not notice the post
was from the CARIB. I guess he thinks I have some sort of other ways to make it look like I live in
25 different places. I have no such skills in the computer world. They set up a lie near they end
when I said I never log out, I don't, its rare, I use the SAVE feature because I don't like logging
back in everytime. I guess the computer software of glp/or their server, shows on off when they
close the glp page. I had closed up and took a nap.
The incoming energy, one I have felt many times before, was very intense and finally let up a bit
ago with the vibrating. There is now some other quiet energy I am feeling now. My nausea has
faded down anyway and headache mostly passed. This energy right now, starting to wonder of
some nice angel is around me, it is peaceful and calming. hmmm,maybe your daughter is feeling
the same thing?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 07:46 PM
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Oracle, while I never used IV steroids except with surgery etc with the MS, I surely did need extra
by pills. In fact all of that everything KILLED my pituitary gland eventually and then I had to
supplement hydrocortisone and thyroid. Raphael built me a new pituitary using stem cells, and
had to rebuild the adrenals. Twice the adrenal rebuild got done in by being microwaved and had
to be redone. Once in awhile I need a bit of steroid and take some orally. Even with the rebuilds, I
can run a bit short and Raphael sometimes gives me a bit of long lasting steroid. I don't know
what he uses, but I assume its better than earth ones. I get red cheeks and my fasting sugars go
up, which is currently going on now. Even though he removed the polio like MS virus I got from
the swine flu shot in 1976, my nervous system is not fully healed and still runs slow, and I let him
know when i am "wagging" out so he can give me whatever he gives me, regards a steroid
"pump." Its much better even if I need a little help now and then, making the majority of the real
stuff, because none of the pills can do that.
I used to use ACTH by injection at home for my flareups. That and all the rest of stuff killed the
pituitary. I had several serious bleeds in my life which harmed it to start with. There's a name for
that, I forget what it is. Panxxxxxxx
Ok panhypopituitarism , but there is an old fashioned name. I had a big bleed in college from
nosebleeds due to a hereditary clotting condition, and a really big one after delivery of my first
child, and I probably should have had a transfusion, poor medical care by stupid nurses lead to
that one. I said I was loosing too much blood, after my c section. My doctor was off call for a time
and whoever was on call did squat and wasn't notified anyway.
In november 2004, I went into adrenal crises which the fucked up nurses would also not pay any
attention too. that was a terrible time which I do not like to revisit. They would NOT listen to me
when I said I had to have hydrocortisone, and kept saying wait on the doctor but my regular doctor
was NOT called. Finally a hospital employed doctor came on the floor and I got his attention and
he hooked me up right away.
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
01/01/2012 08:07 PM

Maybe try some massage on her, reiki type where you draw energy thru you to her? Works really
nice on my hyperexcitable grand daughter.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
I did that last night and it did help so I will do some more. I'm not thinking real clearly right now, so
I appreciate the reminder. She just had a major release between my posts and is calming down
considerably now. Daddy is building her a secret passageway between her bedroom and a closet
she uses for dress up. It seemed to calm her down when she realized what was happening as if
she was looking for an escape route. She put on her favorite nightie and is primping herself like
she is getting ready to go somewhere. None of this is her normal style. I'll do some reiki
regardless to keep her settled.
She talked in her sleep a lot of the night last night. She never did that before. Wonder who she is
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talking to?
Are you feeling any better Candace?
The call out thread....I think these things are part of what is expected. The energies of denial
coming to a head before things can be completed. I have a distinct feeling that fence sitters are
being energetically assisted right now and they are extemely combative. There is no time frame
for this, but it's part of the process. Do you have any understanding about this you can share?
Quoting: TheOracle

I did not mind the call out thread actually. It was interesting, but I surely get tired of the ones that
invent the lies, like scrump claiming I have all these sock puppet accounts and he tried to call me
out when JOHAN posted, as being one of my other accounts, and seemed to not notice the post
was from the CARIB. I guess he thinks I have some sort of other ways to make it look like I live in
25 different places. I have no such skills in the computer world. They set up a lie near they end
when I said I never log out, I don't, its rare, I use the SAVE feature because I don't like logging
back in everytime. I guess the computer software of glp/or their server, shows on off when they
close the glp page. I had closed up and took a nap.
The incoming energy, one I have felt many times before, was very intense and finally let up a bit
ago with the vibrating. There is now some other quiet energy I am feeling now. My nausea has
faded down anyway and headache mostly passed. This energy right now, starting to wonder of
some nice angel is around me, it is peaceful and calming. hmmm,maybe your daughter is feeling
the same thing?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
It is what it is. Maybe let them have their call out thread and denial for a little longer and stay
where you are supported.
I think you are right about the angels. I'm glad you have the extra support. I know my little one isn't
seeing any, but I think she feels the calming energy. She got nail polish on her fingers between
posts and I used the opportunity to do some reiki. Now she is just a bit clingy but this has been
going on since last night and I think it is right for the time. Maybe you remember that I had a vision
of the two of us in stasis together.
TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
01/01/2012 08:12 PM

Oracle, while I never used IV steroids except with surgery etc with the MS, I surely did need extra
by pills. In fact all of that everything KILLED my pituitary gland eventually and then I had to
supplement hydrocortisone and thyroid. Raphael built me a new pituitary using stem cells, and
had to rebuild the adrenals. Twice the adrenal rebuild got done in by being microwaved and had
to be redone. Once in awhile I need a bit of steroid and take some orally. Even with the rebuilds, I
can run a bit short and Raphael sometimes gives me a bit of long lasting steroid. I don't know
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what he uses, but I assume its better than earth ones. I get red cheeks and my fasting sugars go
up, which is currently going on now. Even though he removed the polio like MS virus I got from
the swine flu shot in 1976, my nervous system is not fully healed and still runs slow, and I let him
know when i am "wagging" out so he can give me whatever he gives me, regards a steroid
"pump." Its much better even if I need a little help now and then, making the majority of the real
stuff, because none of the pills can do that.
I used to use ACTH by injection at home for my flareups. That and all the rest of stuff killed the
pituitary. I had several serious bleeds in my life which harmed it to start with. There's a name for
that, I forget what it is. Panxxxxxxx
Ok panhypopituitarism , but there is an old fashioned name. I had a big bleed in college from
nosebleeds due to a hereditary clotting condition, and a really big one after delivery of my first
child, and I probably should have had a transfusion, poor medical care by stupid nurses lead to
that one. I said I was loosing too much blood, after my c section. My doctor was off call for a time
and whoever was on call did squat and wasn't notified anyway.
In november 2004, I went into adrenal crises which the fucked up nurses would also not pay any
attention too. that was a terrible time which I do not like to revisit. They would NOT listen to me
when I said I had to have hydrocortisone, and kept saying wait on the doctor but my regular doctor
was NOT called. Finally a hospital employed doctor came on the floor and I got his attention and
he hooked me up right away.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Candace, so funny that Raphael's steroids sent your blood sugar up. My normal blood sugar is
right on but currently I'm at 258. I'm tolerating it ok so I don't think it would hurt to ask him for
some of the good stuff.
I did some work with the thyroid and was able to come off thyroid medication a year ago. That is a
relief, but my adrenals still need some work. Probably why the steroids are not waking me up.
Somehow I don't think I am meant to have any insomnia right now, so I'll accept it as it is.
What does an adrenal crisis feel like?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 08:14 PM

the call out thread and posts were about hammering another nail into my cross. Just like 2000
years ago and how they all behaved when burning people at the stake too. Now they just roast us
on glp.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 08:23 PM

the BELLY pain is terrible. horrid fatigue, often blood sugar is VERY LOW, guts stop working.
Aching pain. Blood pressure eventually drops out, and that is usually the cause of death from it.
The belly pain is because the bowels stop working and it bloats up something terrible, xrays will
have the appearance of of a stasis of the gut. Now there's a medical word, this thing is called
stasis of the gut.
the ones here who carry the lies about the cause of my disability sure ever walked in my shoes.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 01/01/2012 08:25 PM
MAN of EARTH has failed to Build the BrotherHood of Man under the FatherHood of God. I
Grieve.
The greatest Lie in your Bibles is that Jesus was the ONLY Son of God. You who can THINK, (not
copy), are SONS OF GOD. That was his greatest teaching, that HIS Father is also YOUR
FATHER.
This is the REAL Lord's Prayer: "MY SPIRIT, YOU ARE OMNIPOTENT. YOUR NAME IS HOLY.
MAY YOUR REALM BE INCARNATE IN ME. MAY YOUR POWER REVEAL ITSELF WITHIN
ME, ON EARTH AND IN THE HEAVEN. GIVE ME TODAY MY DAILY BREAD, AND THUS, LET
ME RECOGNIZE MY TRANSGRESSIONS AND ERRORS, AND I SHALL RECOGNIZE THE
TRUTH. AND DO NOT LEAD ME INTO TEMPTATION AND CONFUSION, BUT DELIVER ME
FROM ERROR. FOR YOURS IS THE REALM WITHIN ME AND THE POWER AND THE
KNOWLEDGE FOREVER,
AMEN. found on p. 37 here: [link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]
AbundantHope, IS the 2nd Coming organization. A partnership between my team and Jesus
himself.
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1557341
United States
01/01/2012 08:29 PM
the call out thread and posts were about hammering another nail into my cross. Just like 2000
years ago and how they all behaved when burning people at the stake too. Now they just roast us
on glp.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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So now you are jesus?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 08:37 PM

the call out thread and posts were about hammering another nail into my cross. Just like 2000
years ago and how they all behaved when burning people at the stake too. Now they just roast us
on glp.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
So now you are jesus?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1557341

no. I did not say that. But I do bear a cross on this world, its a figure of speech dear one.
Ozark
User ID: 1090519
United States
01/01/2012 08:41 PM

Checking in. Happy New Year y'all.
My husband and I both can't seem to get enough sleep. When it hits, we just have to listen to the
body and go, right then.
Today, the energy does feel different somehow, some type of pressure fluctuations happening
right now, felt in the ears, Also feel like the magnetosphere may be acting up. Maybe a flare
coming in, going to check Nin's thread.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8085226
Australia
01/01/2012 08:53 PM
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You would also need a seriously insulated craft, or be multi-dimensional to withstand the heat that
close to the sun. So how do they get so close?
technology. and the sun really isn't quite as hot as man thinks it must be. Space is cold in fact. the
heat we feel from the sun is because of our atmosphere and its energy reactions to the sun, plus
the heat within the planet. The craft are semi physical and have their own energy shielding
technologies which can flow the heat around them.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The sun really is hot, and space isn't "cold". Space isn't hot either, it's empty. There isn't anything
there to be hot or cold.
However if a ship was near the sun, it would get heated up by radiation from the sun. Things don't
have to be in an atmosphere to get heated up. That's why the side of the moon which has the sun
shining on it is hot, despite it not having an atmosphere. It's hot because of the radiation from the
sun hitting it.
Being Mindful
User ID: 1351464
United States
01/01/2012 08:54 PM

the BELLY pain is terrible. horrid fatigue, often blood sugar is VERY LOW, guts stop working.
Aching pain. Blood pressure eventually drops out, and that is usually the cause of death from it.
The belly pain is because the bowels stop working and it bloats up something terrible, xrays will
have the appearance of of a stasis of the gut. Now there's a medical word, this thing is called
stasis of the gut.
the ones here who carry the lies about the cause of my disability sure ever walked in my shoes.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Oh my Candace that is how my stomach is right now. Feeling really bad. I think Im having a hard
time, My stomach is bloated hurts too.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/01/2012 09:02 PM
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the BELLY pain is terrible. horrid fatigue, often blood sugar is VERY LOW, guts stop working.
Aching pain. Blood pressure eventually drops out, and that is usually the cause of death from it.
The belly pain is because the bowels stop working and it bloats up something terrible, xrays will
have the appearance of of a stasis of the gut. Now there's a medical word, this thing is called
stasis of the gut.
the ones here who carry the lies about the cause of my disability sure ever walked in my shoes.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Oh my Candace that is how my stomach is right now. Feeling really bad. I think Im having a hard
time, My stomach is bloated hurts too.
Quoting: Being Mindful
did you eat anything spoiled with the celebrations? If you were going thru adrenal issues as the
cause, you would be calling an ambulance.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1547413
United States
01/01/2012 09:58 PM
the BELLY pain is terrible. horrid fatigue, often blood sugar is VERY LOW, guts stop working.
Aching pain. Blood pressure eventually drops out, and that is usually the cause of death from it.
The belly pain is because the bowels stop working and it bloats up something terrible, xrays will
have the appearance of of a stasis of the gut. Now there's a medical word, this thing is called
stasis of the gut.
the ones here who carry the lies about the cause of my disability sure ever walked in my shoes.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Oh my Candace that is how my stomach is right now. Feeling really bad. I think Im having a hard
time, My stomach is bloated hurts too.
Quoting: Being Mindful
did you eat anything spoiled with the celebrations? If you were going thru adrenal issues as the
cause, you would be calling an ambulance.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hmmm.... strange. Thanks. My belly pain is way up too and I am hurrendously bloated but don't
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feel like I need to call an ambulance. My gall bladder is acting up too. Feels like a huge lump. My
blood pressure was 90/60 this morning when the nurse checked it. My blood sugar is up from the
steroids. However, MS can cause the same bowel problems. And the muscle at the end of the bile
duct coming from my gall bladder stops working during an MS relapse. So I am not sure of
anything right now.
Being Mindful...I think we are doing something similar.
Candace, thanks for the info. I'll check out what herbs I can take to deal with adrenal insufficiency
and make a call into Raphael.
firmament
User ID: 5374773
Germany
01/02/2012 12:22 PM

I have no words to express how I feel...but I know this world just received a big blessing.

GOD BLESS
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
01/02/2012 02:30 PM

I have no words to express how I feel...but I know this world just received a big blessing.

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament
I agree.....I feel the same way!(something just happened)
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